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“If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of Giants”. 

Sir Isaac Newton 

 

 

“If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough”. 
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3. Introduction: 

Pharmacogenetics, Pharmacogenomics, and Personalized Medicine 

There has been significant growth in using the genomic profile for personalized clinical 

care in recent years (1). Pharmacogenetics, as one of the main aspects of this topic, 

evaluates the functional genetic variations in people, which are responsible for 

mechanisms of drug responses to certain medications, possible adverse drug reactions 

(ADRs), drug toxicity, efficiency, etc. In this field, Pharmacogenomics (PGx) works 

with whole-genome or a large set of genes, related to the therapeutic issues, 

simultaneously in a more comprehensive analysis (2). People with particular variants in 

drug-related genes cannot metabolize medicines properly and thus become vulnerable 

to ADRs. Investigations indicated that variants in a certain gene or a group of genes 

may determine the observed effect of a particular drug (3). Although, particular set of 

genes determine the drug response in individuals, certain genes are more likely to be 

involved in the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME) of a wide 

variety of drugs. A number of 34 genes has been introduced as the core ADME genes. 

Additionally, extended ADME gene list includes hundreds of additional genes for 

proteins responsible for the modification of functional groups of drugs, conjugation of 

drugs with internal components, the uptake or excretion of drugs in and out of cells, and 

those that may alter the expression of other ADME genes or affect the biochemistry of 

ADME enzymes. Moreover, up to 800 genes have been demonstrated as the genes for 

molecules which are drug targeting in cells (4).  

It has been shown that the result of clinical PGx studies could be directly available for 

use in clinics. The consequences of PGx research affect the physician’s prescription and 
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pharmacies policies for selling drugs and medicines besides avoiding the disadvantages 

of not efficient drug therapies in individuals, especially in cancer patients alongside the 

patients with common life style diseases as well as diabetes and cardiovascular disorders 

(5, 6). 

Advanced technologies for PGx genotyping and data management 

The emerging of high throughput genotyping technologies produced a huge amount  of 

new findings for every part of the genetics area, including the pharmacogenomics and 

that reminds the necessity of the development of more comprehensive clinical 

guidelines in the field (7, 8). Alongside genome wide association studies (GWAS), 

investigations in a specific ethnic group seems beneficial for providing such guidelines 

too. Since, most of the pharmacovariants (genomic variants in drug-related genes) are 

introduced as rare (minor allele frequencies (MAF) <= 0.01) or extremely rare, 

sequencing based approaches considered as the better choice for uncovering such a 

population dependant variants (9). Specially, more comprehensive approaches like 

whole genome sequencing (WGS), whole exome sequencing (WES), and the utilization 

of long read sequencing are recommended and employed in recent years (10). However, 

functional assessment of not-interpreted pharmacovariants within the result needs the 

developing of more PGx dedicated bioinformatics tools, experimental methods, and 

artificial intelligence (A.I.) algorithms which are able to provide the functional 

prediction for every single pharmacovariant in a large-scale dataset (11-13). 

Furthermore, not only variants but also haplotypes play a significant role in enzyme 

activity and consequence phenotypes. Hence, the diagnostic technologies must take all 
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the functional variants within the pharmacogenes into account for allele imputation and 

diplotype identification and phenotype prediction (Figure 1) (14).  

  

 

Figure 1: Pharmacogenomic genotype and phenotype assignment using the CYP2C19 gene 

as an example: Variants per allele are assigned a haplotype according to the star(*)-allele 

nomenclature. The two haplotypes together form the diplotype which is subsequently translated 

into a predicted phenotype. adapted from van der Lee, M., Towards solving the missing 

heritability in pharmacogenomics, doctoral dissertation, Department of Clinical Pharmacy and 

Toxicology of Leiden University Medical Center. 2022: Leiden, The Netherlands.. IM: 

intermediate metabolizer. 

 

 

Additionally, using eCARD or disease specific cards, displaying medical and health 

information has been developed in recent years as well. But so far, all these cards 

demonstrated the routine medical reports of the patients, such as blood pressure 

readings, immunization history, blood sugar, and cholesterol findings, surgery history, 

history of admission in hospitals, etc. Also, just a few set of pharmacogenes with 

actionable variants are already included in such cards (figure 2) (15, 16). But none of 

them specifically stored or mentioned the complete set of PGx data in an individual, 

containing both actionable pharmacovariants plus novel variants and/or not PGx 

interpreted markers, potentially influencial on drug response with the advantage of no 

necessity for updating the contains. 
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Figure2: Examples of previously developed PGx cards.  Personalized PGx card with 

actionable variants and malfunction phenotypes for individuals. The QR code on cards will refer 

the clinicians to the particular webpage, containing the data for perscription modifications based 

on PGx reference databases guideline and recommendations. Source: doi: 

10.1371/journal.pone.0268534, doi: 10.3390/ijms21072308 

PGx: Pharmacogenomics 
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4. Study Aims: 

Today, PGx introduced as the forefront of personalized medicine and proved it’s 

important role for identification of functional genomic variants in drug-related genes.  

The first aim of this thesis, was to estabilsh a comprehensive map of the PGx data for a 

selected group of polish subjects, which directly affects the management and decisions 

of healthcare providers toward the personalized therapy in the clinic and pharmacies. 

As a second aim, all the possible new genetic functional variations for the drug-related 

genes in the selected group of polish ethnic population would be identified and reported. 

Finally, it would be possible for the study subjects to obtain portable medical records 

even when they are abroad and far away from their homeland, and provide them secure 

access to emergency PGx information, which could be considered as a wide-ranging 

therapeutic related data accessible via a custom designed ID card, carried in their wallet. 

This also could be seen as the future of personalized medicine implementation method 

through societies.  
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5. Materials and methods: 

Biological samples for 100 participants collected from a long term biomedical study on 

local people named Bialystok plus. The consent forms were already handed to the 

subjects and the investigation confirmed by bioethical committee in Medical University 

of Bialystok, Poland (approval code: R-I-002/630/2018). DNA from cardiovascular 

patients and healthy people was extracted and genetic screening performed by WES 

platform in Novaseq6000 illumina instrument. Bioinformatic tools for primary data 

analysis utilized and the VCF files obtained respectively. The raw VCF files used in 

PGx-dedicated bioinformatic software and the result finalized by applying allele 

imputation approaches through reference databases including: PharmGKB, 

PharmVAR, CPIC, and DPWG. However, based on the tools documentation and 

instructions, some tools like Aldy and PharmCAT needed pre-processed data before 

running the software. The detail information on such tools are provided through the 

main text for the third article in this dissertation. On the other side, WES also provided 

the opportunity to extract the desired genes from raw VCF files in order to focus on 

particular set of genes, including those were related to patients’ prescribed drugs, core 

pharmacogenes with already included guidelines and recommendations, and all drug-

related genes in human obtained mostly from PharmGKB (Figure 3). 

VCF files filtered by designed BED file for 1800 drug related genes and used for 

functional prediction by common bioinformatic tools as well as Sift, PolyPhen2, 

FATHMM, Provean, CAAD, Mutation Taster, etc. Also machine learning algorithm 

(Random Forest) employed for finding any hidden meaningful connection between 

genotype and patients phenotype through filterd VCF files. 
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Figure 3: Categorization of Pharmacogenes in WES data. Available genomic data for PGx 

analysis after running WES was including the genes with guidelines and recommendations, 

genes for target drugs in patients and all drug-related genes in human. 
WES: whole exome sequencing. PGx: Pharmacogenomics 

 

The latter is used for preparation of a manuscript, which is not included in current 

dissertation. Figure 4 and 5 illustrate the entire workflow for the study in this section 

with employed computational tools in each step. 

Also, for PGx-dedicated bioinformatic algorithms specific data for nine core 

pharmacogenes with clear guidelines extracted and compared to explore the 

concordance and dicrepencies as well. Allele imputation performed through deep 

evaluation of the result and new insights for utilization of such tools for routine clinical 

PGx test reported (Figure 6 and 7). 

In order to have a better view of the frequency, distribution, and potential function of 

identified pharmacovariants within less-studied drug-related genes or novel variants in 

core pharmacogenes, public freely available VCF files from various databases as well 

as Complete Genomics, Genome in Bottle, 1K genomes, ExAC, gnomAD, GET-RM, 

KAVIAR, etc. collected and target variants compared with annotated data from such 

sources. Variants with highly damaging scores undergone protein modelling for in-

silico functional analysis and further evaluation of protein changes too. 
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Figure 4: General view of workflow for current dissertation: genomic data obtained for PGx 

analysis after running WES for both patients and healthy individuals. VCF files used for PGx-

dedicated bioinformatic tools directly. Also, filtered VCF files for 1800 drug-related genes used 

for data curation through deep computational and machine learning approaches. All the 

actionable and novel pharmacovariants and markers in drug-related genes stored in particular 

database and accessed by PGx card (see the text and third article for more details) . ADRs: adverse 

drug reactions. WES: whole exome sequencing. PGx: Pharmacogenomics 

 

 

In case of no annotation for selected variants, neighbor markers and polymorphisms in 

related genomic coordinates assessed by KEGG and STRINGdb and ClinVar for 

cellular pathway and pothogenicity evaluations and estimation (gene walking 

approach). On this hypothesis, very close variants expected to show similar effects on 

protein structure and function. Figure 8 and 9 show these steps in details. 
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Figure 5: Approaches to deal with known and unknown genomic variants in drug-related 

genes: input data and various platforms, used in PGx data analysis for different types of variant 

within current study. After the registration of each participants demographic and clinical 

features (in case of patients), PGx-dedicated tools employed for known variants and common 

bioinformatic software and machine learning technologies for novel/not-annotated variants. (see 

the text and third article for more details) . 
WES: whole exome sequencing. PGx: Pharmacogenomics 
 

 

Figure 6: Data extraction from PGx-dedicated bioinformatic tools: Specific data for nine 

core pharmacogenes with guidelines and recommendations extracted and a comparison table made 

out of that for functional analysis of PGx-dedicated bioinformatic tools. PGx: Pharmacogenomics 
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Figure 7: Known PGx variant analysis steps: After comparing and accuracy assessment of 

the result of PGx-dedicated bioinformatic tools for 100 WES data, phenotype prediction 

implemented through utilization of PharmGKB and PharmVAR databases. The related 

guidelines collected based on sequence2script and CPIC and DPWG recommendations and PGx 

card developed for participants. PGx: Pharmacogenomics. WES: whole exome sequencing. 

CPIC: clinical pharmacogenetics implementation consortium  

DPWG: dutch pharmacogenomics working group 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Novel/not-annotated pharmacovariant analysis steps (1): Initial steps included the 

utilization of specific BED file for selected identified variants and extraction of related genes 

and variants from public freely available datbases in order to have a general view on the 

frequency, distribution, and potential function of identified pharmacovariants in novel or not-

annotated genes. PGx: Pharmacogenomics 
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Figure 9: Novel/not-annotated pharmacovariant analysis steps (2): Variants with no PGx 

interpretation took the advantage of neighbor markers and polymorphisms with already 

contained annotation. If the data for closest variant was there then possible similar function may 

predict, specially when both variants were located in the same genomic coordination. The 

process called gene walking, which eventually lead to extraction of data for pathogenicity and 

cellular pathway for selected variants from main databases like KEGG, STRINGdb, and 

ClinVAR.  PGx: Pharmacogenomics 
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6. Results and discussion of the articles included in dissertation : 

Current dissertation provided the information on clinical PGx tests and 

Pharmacovariants in PGx screenings.  State of the art advanced technologies for 

pharmacogenetic screening of patients (reactive test) and/or healthy individuals (pre-

emptive genotyping) discussed too. Also, clinical PGx test implementation and data 

management through reference sources addressed by up to date approaches. While new 

PGx-dedicated bioinformatic tools and algorithms for data analysis scrutenized in detail, 

approaches to functional characterization and dealing with not annotated result in drug 

related genes introduced as well. Finally, digitalizing the result for immediate acess and 

utilization by healthcare systems evaluated and performed via creating local database. 

Main result of studies included in this dissertation are about PGx-related bioinformatic 

software outcomes and the approaches to deal with less-studied pharmacogenes and 

pharmacovariants. 

Four publicly available PGx bioinformatics algorithms to assign PGx haplotypes were 

applied to nine selected very important pharmacogenes (VIP) and revealed a 45–70% 

concordance rate. To ensure availability of the results at point-of-care, actionable 

variants were stored in a web-hosted database and PGx-cards were developed for quick 

access and handed to the study subjects. Also, methods for deep computational filtration 

of large scale clinical PGx profiling introduced in order to perform functional 

assessment of not-interpreted pharmacovariants. 

Numerous rare genetic variants within drug-related genes, anticipated to show important 

roles in variability in drug responses between individuals. Uncovering of such genetic 

markers are continuously increasing via the utilization of NGS technologies in clinic 
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(17). Advanced technologies for data mining and computational functional genomics 

paved the way of understanding the relationship between the genome and drug-related 

phenotype. Capability of computational approaches in drug repurposing for some 

particular medications demonstrated before (18). Current study confirmed that the 

utilization of multi bioinformatics tools and artificial intelligence approaches can help 

the discovery of novel rare pharmacovariants in NGS data and providing the link 

between genetic landscape and clinical manifestations for both rare and common 

variants within drug-related genes. However, clinical value and the utility of such 

approaches must be evaluated before heading toward the implementation through 

healthcare systems.  

Indeed In-silico tools proved to be beneficial for big genomic data mining and 

addressing the detection of functional similarities between different genes and variants, 

categorizing and evaluation potential pathogenicity of novel/not interpreted variants, 

and also functional analysis of incidental findings (IFs) and variants with unknown 

significance (VUS) through various population with highest genetic diversity (19). 

However, not all of genomic variants (specially pharmacovariants) are placed within 

evolutionary conserved genomic locations and wouldn’t be straight data for 

bioinformatic analysis. Hence, an adapted methodology for PGx data pre-filtration 

performed and employed several computational algorithms including novel approach of 

gene walking in order to focusing on identifiable genomic markers and their 

functionality assessments through extremely rare variants in pharmacogenes. 

Registration of patients’ genomic and actionable pharmacogenomic data in local 

electronic health record (EHR) has already implemented and novel digitalization 
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systems have been utilized for quick access to such data (20). Current study, also added 

detailed information on novel and/or not previously interpreted variants in less studied 

drug-related genes into a newly designed local database for participants’ PGx actionable 

data. The information is including: applied genotyping technology, employed 

bioinformatics tools, variant genomic position, frequency, classification for 

pathogenicity, consequence, genome-built assembly, and functional assessment output 

based on both ACMG/ACGS guidelines. Also, considerations (for research use only) 

incorporated for possible interactions and conflicting with treatment outcomes plus 

links to update data on related gene in PhrmGKB. 

However, while the comprehensive DNA sequencing approaches as well as WES and 

WGS can lead to more in-depth exploring of genomic and PGx data, some intrinsic 

challenges like VUS and IFs still pose problems through the result. Current study also 

brought several completely novel variants with no available primary annotation at all. 

The further process of such variants was not possible as our approaches were initially 

relying on already existed information for partially assessment at the beginning.  

The utilization of advanced genotyping technologies in clinical PGx testing will need 

background knowledge and updated information on selection of appropriate 

instrument(s) and reference databases for data curation (21). The first article in the 

current dissertation will introduce different platforms of next generation sequencing 

(NGS) methods as the advanced genetic screening technologies and PGx related 

databases and dedicated bioinformatic tools for aquired data interpretation and 

functional characterizations. The pros and cons for each technique are displayed and 

advantages and current challenges for employment of such approaches is discussed. 
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Moreover, limitations of each NGS platform are discussed and solutions for managing 

and setting up the methods for clinical practice are addressed. The second article 

provides a guide on dealing with various types of variant, which investigators encounter 

while using NGS for PGx tests. Variant categorization and data sorting based on 

refrence guidelines explained and considerations by the test centers for functional 

assessments and diplotype/phenotype prediction are introduced. With this background, 

the third article demonstrates the real world PGx data out of WES on 100 Polish 

subjects. While the integration of NGS-guided drug stratification into daily clinical 

setting needs more in-depth studies on clinical validity and utility of already developed 

and available PGx dedicated bioinformatics tools for the implementation of clinical 

tests, this study adds important insights for utilization of such software through clinical 

practice and provides an algorithmic workflow for using on daily basis. How the tools 

work, what are the discrepancies, where do they come from, and what are the 

concordance rate for these tools are investigated and explained in details. Also, 

approaches to deal with novel and/or not interpreted variants in less studied drug-related 

genes within large scale genomic data introduced.  
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7.  Conclusion: 

• It is feasible to use clinical WES data for comprehensive PGx analysis and 

pharmacovariant detection. 

• The discrepancies between state of the art PGx dedicated bioinformatic tools result 

may be managed through data comparison and curation, based on reference 

databases. 

• Utilization of PGx-related bioinformatics algorithms plus PGx-oriented deep 

filteration of high throughput DNA sequencing result can help and accelerate the 

integration of PGx tests into daily clinical practice. 
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8. Summary of the results: 

▪ Four publicly available PGx bioinformatics algorithms to assign PGx haplotypes 

were applied to nine selected very important pharmacogenes (VIP) and revealed a 

45–70% concordance rate. Best tools selected for diplotype detection and phenotype 

prediction. PGx-cards were developed for quick access and handed to the study 

subjects. 

▪ Deep computational filtration of large scale clinical PGx profiling through the 

utilization of BED file for (only) drug-related genes and applying multi-

bioinformatic tools will help the performing of functional assessment of not/less-

interpreted pharmacovariants. 
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Applying Next-Generation Sequencing
Platforms for Pharmacogenomic
Testing in Clinical Practice
Alireza Tafazoli 1,2, Henk-Jan Guchelaar3,4, Wojciech Miltyk1, Adam J. Kretowski 2,5 and
Jesse J. Swen3,4*
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University of Bialystok, Bialystok, Poland, 2Clinical Research Centre, Medical University of Bialystok, Bialystok, Poland,
3Department of Clinical Pharmacy and Toxicology, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, Netherlands, 4Leiden Network of
Personalized Therapeutics, Leiden, Netherlands, 5Department of Endocrinology, Diabetology and Internal Medicine, Medical
University of Bialystok, Bialystok, Poland

Pharmacogenomics (PGx) studies the use of genetic data to optimize drug therapy.
Numerous clinical centers have commenced implementing pharmacogenetic tests in
clinical routines. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies are emerging as a
more comprehensive and time- and cost-effective approach in PGx. This review
presents the main considerations for applying NGS in guiding drug treatment in clinical
practice. It discusses both the advantages and the challenges of implementing NGS-
based tests in PGx. Moreover, the limitations of each NGS platform are revealed, and the
solutions for setting up and management of these technologies in clinical practice are
addressed.

Keywords: pharmacogenomics, clinical implementation, next generation sequencing, clinical practice, PGx testing

INTRODUCTION

The Importance of Pharmacogenomics in Modern Medicine
Pharmacogenomics (PGx) utilizes individuals’ genomic profiles to identify those who are at greater
risk for adverse drug reactions or ineffectiveness. Many studies clearly indicate that drug-related
genes, also referred to as “pharmacogenes,” in the human genome contain extensive functional
genetic variations (FGVs) and that different alleles are associated with diverse outcomes of drug
treatments (Madian et al., 2012; Guchelaar, 2018; Suarez-Kurtz and Parra, 2018). Around 97–98% of
people have at least one actionable FGV in their drug-related genes. In addition, the possibility of the
presence of a genetic variant which could result in a loss of function (LOF) variant in pharmacogenes
is 93% for every individual (Schärfe et al., 2017). Hence, the identification of the different genetic
variants associated with the drug metabolism would impact on the prescription of medication,
allowing for the selection of the right drug and dose, thereby reducing the potential adverse effects or
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the therapeutic inefficacy. For clinical interpretation of PGx tests,
the Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium
(CPIC) and the Dutch Pharmacogenetics Working Group
(DPWG) guidelines are available as well as FDA drug-gene
interaction recommendations. CPIC originally started as a
shared project between PharmGKB and the
Pharmacogenomics Research Network (PGRN) in 2009, and
DPWG was launched in 2005 by the Royal Dutch Pharmacists
Association. The two consortia have developed and published
recommendations for numerous gene-drug interactions (JJ Swen
et al., 2011; Relling and Klein, 2011). Both CPIC and DPWG
provide updated, evidence-based, free access guidelines to
facilitate and accelerate the establishment of a link between
the results of PGx tests and specific dose recommendations.
Nowadays, an increasing number of specified PGx tests are
available in specialized CAP/CLIA approved clinical
pharmacology/genome analysis centers around the world and
can be found in the genetic testing registry (GTR, https://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gtr/) (Jiang and You, 2015).

The introduction of next-generation genome sequencing in
PGx practice is an interesting and promising, albeit challenging,
step. Currently, the field of PGx is moving from reactive testing of
a single gene towards scanning an entire panel of genes involved
in drug absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
(ADME) before prescribing (pre-emptive genotyping) by
applying different types of next-generation sequencing (NGS)
platforms (Bielinski et al., 2014; van Der Wouden et al., 2019).
The results include all the PGx-related genetic variants in the
genome which will be utilized to prepare drug dosing
recommendations based on the predicted phenotype provided
by the sequencing tests (Figure 1).

While the topic is highly popular and an overview of the
current state of the NGS technologies for use in PGx testing has

been offered in the literature previously (Schwarz et al., 2019), this
article will discuss the challenges of detecting specific types of
variants in PGx and interpreting such data in clinical practice.
Solutions for the establishment and management of NGS devices
in clinical practice are also addressed. A number of useful tables
that provide detailed NGS-PGx-related information are also
included. To aid with the terminology used throughout this
manuscript, we included a concise glossary of NGS-related
terminology in Appendix 1.

HOW CAN WE USE NGS FOR PGX
ANALYSIS?

In this section, we firstly discuss the SNP-based PGx testing,
which is currently the most frequently used test in the clinical
PGx profiling of individuals, followed by targeted sequencing and
whole-exome and whole-genome sequencing (WES/WGS).

SNP-Based PGx Testing in Clinical Practice
Fast, accurate, and inexpensive genotyping methods are key to
the implementation of PGx in clinical practice. Currently,
specific genotyping methods which mostly utilize different
types of SNP-based genotyping approaches including real-
time PCR with TaqMan probes and restriction fragment
length polymorphism (RFLP) technique as well as gene
panel-based genotyping methods such as ADME arrays are
used in everyday clinical practice (Dorado et al., 2005; Johnson
et al., 2012; Larsen and Rasmussen, 2017; Rasmussen-Torvik
et al., 2017; Lemieux Perreault et al., 2018; Hippman and
Nislow, 2019). In principle, genome-wide genotyping arrays
such as Infinium Global Screening Array (GSA) could be used
for routine PGx testing but are not yet commonly applied for

FIGURE 1 | A prospective view of the use of pharmacogenomics in modern medicine. Every person (sick or healthy individuals) will undergo comprehensive
genomic screening before going to the physician/clinicians. The genetic variations in all pharmacogenes of an individual will be identified through data annotation and
visualization by specific bioinformatics tools. The final report for each individual will be available through a private portable PGx electronic card. PGx trained clinicians will
use an individual’s genetic make-up report to tailor treatment to the patient’s needs.
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TABLE 1 | Summary of the recent studies that used the NGS technologies for functional PGx variant detection.

Study objective n = Applied NGS
platform(s)

Covered
drug-
related
genes

Identified
variants

Result Reference

Platform
validation and
variant discovery

3 × 96 Targeted
sequencing

84 SNVs A custom-designed panel (PGRNseq) could be
an ideal platform for both the common and the
rare PGx variants identification in large cohorts
and suitable for the clinical tests

Gordon et al.,
2016

Platform
validation and
variant discovery

376 Targeted
sequencing

114 SNVs Targeted sequencing panels are ready-to-use
platforms for comprehensive pharmacogene
profiling including common plus rare variants in
ADME core genes towards the implementation
of the personalized medicine

Han et al., 2017

Platform
validation

2 (cell culture) Targeted
sequencing

3 SNVs Variants and haplotype detection of
challenging ADME genes were successfully
achieved

Ammar et al.,
2015CNVs

InDels
Platform
validation and
variant discovery

235 Targeted
sequencing

100 SNVs Designed PGxSeq panel with high accuracy
identified clinically relevant variants in 39 genes
including CYP2D6 CNV and UGT1A1*28 TAA
repeats in the promoter. The allele frequency
and the homozygosity were also determined

Gulilat et al.,
2019CNVs

Platform
validation and
variant discovery

150 Targeted
sequencing

340 SNVs Panel-based NGS pipeline developed and
revealed 7,273 novel variants in 340 ADME
genes of 150 Caucasian liver donors with an
accuracy of >99%. The functional prediction
allowed for the prioritization of the variants for
further analysis

Klein et al., 2019
Small InDels

Validation of
known variants

60 Targeted
sequencing

20 SNVs Prediction model of the atorvastatin plasmatic
concentrations in healthy volunteers through
the sequencing results explained well

Cruz-Correa
et al., 2017InDels

Platform
validation

98 Targeted
sequencing and
WGS data

19 SNVs The concordance between the two platforms
estimated to >97% for identified variants. The
CNVs concordance in CYP2D6 gene also
demonstrated 90% of accuracy. 95 children
had at least one clinically actionable
pharmacogenetic variant

Cohn et al.,
2017CNVs

Validation of
known variants

1,583 Whole-exome
sequencing data

11 SNVs At least one actionable phenotype was present
in 86% of individuals. Repurposing WES data
can yield meaningful pharmacogenetic profiles
for 7 of 11 important pharmacogenes, which
can be used to guide the drug treatment

van der Lee
et al., 2020a

Validation of
known variants

94 Whole-exome
sequencing

3 SNVs Diagnostic genotyping identified PGx variants
in CYP2C19, CYP2C9, and VKORC1 genes in
91% of all cases. Of this, 20% indicated
potential immediate effects on the currently
used medications

Cousin et al.,
2017

Platform
validation

36 + 12 Whole-exome
sequencing

36 SNVs High concordance revealed through cross-
comparison of WES and other platforms as
well as the MiSeq amplicon sequencing data
and the IPLEX ADME PGx panel. WES was
introduced as a promising tool in PGx profiling
with a low error rate of <1%

Wee Chua et al.,
2016InDels

Platform and
discovery rate
validation

2504 of WGS data +
59,898 of WES data

WGS and WES
data

208 SNVs The population-specific deletion and the
duplications were revealed in 97% of the
analyzed subjects and the related frequencies
were reported and confirmed via Sanger
sequencing

Santos et al.,
2018CNVs

Platform
validation and
variant discovery

1,000 Genomes data Whole-genome
sequencing data

160 SNVs Putatively functional variants within known
pharmacogenomics loci identified that could
account for association signals and represent
the missing causative variants underlying drug
response phenotypes

Choi et al.
(2019)InDels

Variants validation
and discovery

547 individuals from in-
house cohort data +

gnomAD data

Whole-genome
sequencing data

11 SNVs For improved precision medicine, PGx testing
should move towards WGS-based

Caspar et al.
(2020)InDels

(Continued on following page)
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this purpose. While the technology is still developing, the main
limitation is that the identification of the structural PGx
variants such as Copy Number Variations (CNVs) and
hybrid genes as well as CYP2D6/7 is mostly ignored.
Moreover, the variants in the pharmacogenes that are tested
are limited to currently known and common alleles. Although
several versions of arrays are being enriched with more specific
PGx variants (thousands of drug-related biomarkers) (Arbitrio
et al., 2016; Thermofisher.com/Pharmacoscan, 2018; Illumina,
2020), no phasing information will be obtained through these
tests, which makes it more challenging to provide an accurate
phenotype prediction.

Hence, the properties of NGS technologies make them an
interesting approach to performing clinical PGx testing. In recent
years, several investigators have explored different approaches
utilizing NGS platforms, namely, targeted sequencing, WES, and
WGS in pharmacogenomics. Table 1 shows several studies
stratified by different approaches.

Targeted Sequencing Panels
Research into PGx over the years has resulted in the identification
of numerous genes which may play an essential role in drug
metabolism, transport, and targeting in the human body.
However, not all of them are strongly associated with drug
response phenotypes and therefore CPIC and DPWG only
provide clinical recommendations for specific variants in well-
known pharmacogenes.

Gordon et al. developed the PGRNSeq panel as a balance
between cost, throughput, and depth of coverage. The panel
included clinically actionable CPIC genes as well as genes for
which little was known, although a primary association with the
PGx trait existed. It was concluded that the PGRNSeq panel is
suitable for both the clinical investigations and the discovery
studies. However, some non-coding parts and complex structural
variants for specific pharmacogenes (including CYP2A6,
CYP2D6, and HLA-B) alongside better computational
resources for data interpretation remain to be developed. In a
similar approach, Han et al. developed an unbiased and broad-
range NGS panel and suggested that the utilization of such panels
may be a valuable tool in the comprehensive study of PGx genes.
The selection of genes for inclusion in the panel was based on the
pharmaadme and Www.pharmaadme.org database (Gordon
et al., 2016; Han et al., 2017).

Customized PGx panels can also serve as a highly accurate
approach to variant detection in the clinical PGx testing. Gulilat
et al. developed a targeted exome panel, named PGxSeq, for
capturing both SNVs and CNVs in pharmacogenes. They
demonstrated that PGxSeq could be employed as a reliable
tool for common and novel SNVs alongside CNV detection in
pharmacogenes in clinical use. However, a limitation of the work
was that the validation was restricted to 39 loci in 16 genes in
specific population samples. Moreover, pharmacogenetic variants
in non-coding and regulatory parts were not included (Gulilat
et al., 2019). A comprehensive PGx panel that includes all coding

TABLE 1 | (Continued) Summary of the recent studies that used the NGS technologies for functional PGx variant detection.

Study objective n = Applied NGS
platform(s)

Covered
drug-
related
genes

Identified
variants

Result Reference

approaches as a feasible and most
comprehensive method

Platform
validation

44,000 biobank
participants

WGS and WES
data + microarray
data

11 SNVs WGS and microarray demonstrate more
concordances for the obtained results. WES is
not suitable for PGx preemptive predictions.
However, the microarrays are more cost-
effective than the sequencing platforms.
Overall, the implementation of the PGx tests
and the recommendations may affect at least
50 daily drug doses per 1,000 inhabitants

Reisberg et al.
(2019)CNVs

Variant discovery 3 Targeted
sequencing

16 SNVs The functional alterations and variants with
potential impact on anti-TNF drug response
successfully introduced by rapid, sensitive, and
cost-effective NGS-based pharmacogenetics
methodology

Walczak et al.,
2019

Variant discovery 392 Whole-exome
sequencing

21,000 SNVs Exome sequencing revealed novel genetic loci
with a strong association with on-treatment
reactivity and hereditability of platelet and
clopidogrel response

Price et al., 2012
InDels

Variant discovery 482 + 7 Whole-genome
sequencing

231 SNVs 17,733 ADME variants/individuals detected. In
addition to known PGx markers, 1,012 novel
variants with potential deleterious function
identified in exons, introns, gene promoters,
and proximal regulatory regions

Mizzi et al., 2014
InDels
Tandem
substitutions

Variant discovery 100 Whole-genome
sequencing

437 SNVs The analysis revealed 227 common and 466
rare population-specific potentially functional
SNVs

Sivadas et al.,
2017
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regions, adjacent introns, and 5′ and 3′ UTRs in flanking
sequences of 340 ADME genes has recently been developed by
investigators in Germany. The identification of genes for
inclusion in the panel was based on multiple sources including
PharmaADME, PharmGKB, and ADME-related genes from the
literature. Compared with other genotyping methods, accuracy
was high, with >99% correct calls. The obtained data allowed for
the covering of coding and functional non-coding parts and
provided related data for both common and rare variants in
addition to revealing novel associations. The detection of some
limited InDels and integration of rare variants into PGx by the
current computational predictors alongside the sample size were
reported as limitations of the panel (Klein et al., 2019).

Long-Read Sequencing for Gene Panels
Several PGx genes involve complex variants such as tandem
repeats, pseudogenes, and CNVs. Long-read sequencing
approaches (on average over 10 kb in one single read) have
been used previously in the profiling of different complex
genomic loci and have been proposed for the identification of
such challenging genomic areas in PGx (Ardui et al., 2017;
Mantere et al., 2019; van der Lee et al., 2020a). In this field,
Ammar et al. applied long-read sequencers to identify PGx
variants and haplotypes in three challenging pharmacogenes:
CYP2D6, HLA-A, and HLA-B. The constructed haplotypes
were confirmed by HapMap data and statistically phased
Complete Genomics (WGS data from the public 69 genomes
project) and Sequenom genotypes (for 36 SNP, InDels, and CNVs
for CYP2D6). The results demonstrated the potential of long-
read sequencing in clinical PGx (Ammar et al., 2015). In addition
to haplotyping, variant phasing is also a challenge in PGx. Long-
read sequencing has also been employed to resolve phasing issues
and provide a solution to the accurate genotyping of complex
PGx genes. Yusmiati Liau et al. utilized the GridION platform for
sequencing and haplotyping of the entire CYP2D6 gene. Known
and new alleles and subvariants plus duplicated alleles were
assigned accurately with correct phasing. The approach also
demonstrated the capability of processing multiple samples
simultaneously and appeared to be a time- and cost-effective
method (Liau et al., 2019).

Whole-Exome Sequencing
More comprehensive methods such as WES and WGS identify
high numbers of pharmacogenetic biomarkers. In addition, these
sequencing approaches may facilitate the discovery of novel loci.
While it is possible to reuse WES for PGx purposes for known
variants, the application for novel variants is challenging as the
investigators would need a confirmative study or extensive in-
vitro research to attribute potential, newly identified variants in a
particular gene to drug response. This is particularly true if it is
not clear what functional effect the genetic variation exerts on
protein function and/or expression. Van der Lee et al. investigated
the feasibility of repurposing WES data for the extraction of a
PGx panel of 42 variants in 11 pharmacogenes to provide a
pharmacogenomic profile. Based on the Ubiquitous
Pharmacogenomics (U-PGx; www.upgx.eu) panel which
includes all the actionable genes and variants in the DPWG

guidelines, the authors successfully extracted information
regarding 39 variants out of the total 42. At least one
actionable phenotype was present in 86% of the analyzed data
from the included subjects. Although structural variants (SVs)
and copy numbers in some pharmacogenes as well as CYP2C19,
UGT1A1, CYP3A5, and CYP2D6 were not detected, and the
study suffered from a small number of drug-related genes and a
limited sample size, the authors concluded that the WES data can
yield meaningful pharmacogenetic profiles for 7 out of 11
important pharmacogenes (van der Lee et al., 2020b). To
assess the potential benefits and the limitations of using the
clinical WES data for PGx analysis as a secondary finding,
Cousin et al. analyzed the clinical WES data for the detection
of any FGVs in three important pharmacogenes. PGx variants
were extracted from the WES test results of patients and used in
addition to their medical history data. A pharmacist interpreted
the PGx data based on multiple resources including CPIC,
UpToDate, Micromedex, and AskMayoExpert and used the
information to perform a genotype-informed medication
review. The authors concluded that PGx testing early in life
would be helpful for prescribing physicians to make future
prescribing decisions (Cousin et al., 2017). The accuracy and
the concordance rate for the WES variant calling were also
investigated by Wee Chua et al. The researchers performed a
cross-comparison between the WES and MiSeq amplicon
sequencing data in addition to the WES and iPLEX ADME
PGx panel in 36 and 12 samples, respectively. The rate
obtained for both comparisons was high (99%), which
indicates that WES is a promising tool in PGx profiling of
individuals with an estimated error rate of <1% (Chua et al.,
2016). However, despite these positive results, an important
limitation of WES is that several important PGx variants,
including CYP2C19*17 and VKORC1, are located outside of
the captured regions of routine whole-exome sequencing.

Whole-Genome Sequencing
Complete genomic variants (including PGx-related markers) for
an individual would be available through the utilization of the
WGS approach. Although the big data interpretation of such tests
is still challenging, a decrease in sequencing costs alongside the
comprehensiveness ofWGSmay result in the method becoming a
standard platform for clinical PGx tests.

Through using the WGS data from phase 1 of the 1,000
Genomes project and subsequent annotation, 69,319 variants
including SNVs (94%) and InDels (6%) were revealed in 160
pharmacogenes (127 CPIC genes and 64 VIP genes from
PharmGKB). Minor allele frequency for the variants was >1%,
of which 8,207 were in strong linkage disequilibrium (LD) (r2 >
0.8) with known PGx variants. The alterations were distributed in
various parts of the genome including intronic, coding, and 5′
upstream and 3′ downstream regions. In the end, the authors
identified putatively functional variants within known
pharmacogenomic loci underlying drug response phenotypes
and suggested direct testing instead of relying on LD, which is
going to be different among populations. A limited sample size
and exclusion of rare variants (MAF <0.01) in addition to a lack
of an experimental validation study were reported as the main
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limitations of the investigation. However, the results from such
PGx studies facilitate the translation of the findings of the
genomic analysis into clinical practice (Choi et al., 2019).
While the known PGx gene panels could be included in the
WGS data and considered a source for clinical PGx and drug
prescribing, the remainder of the information could still be useful
for discovery studies.

The functional CNVs in ADME genes are distributed with
significantly different frequencies across diverse populations (He
et al., 2011; Martis et al., 2013). The NGS data could also be used
for CNV calling in different ethnic backgrounds. The
investigators used the integrated WGS and WES data from
1,000 Genome and ExAC repositories for CNV identification
in 208 pharmacogenes. Novel CNVs (deletion in 84% and
duplications in 91% of genes) across six different populations
of non-Finnish Europeans, Africans, Finns, East Asians, South
Asians, and admixed Americans were decoded successfully. The
final result highlighted the necessity for the comprehensive NGS-
based genotyping of the pharmacogenes for the CNV
identification alongside their allele frequencies. The assessment
of the contribution of such CNVs to the drug response outcomes
is also possible through a population-specific analysis of rare
variants (Santos et al., 2018). Applying NGS for recognizing the
actionable variants in genomic profiles may lead to lifetime
utilization of PGx information for related individuals.
Furthermore, future bioinformatics tools could potentially be
utilized for the NGS data re-analysis and the functional
prediction of novel variants (Cousin et al., 2017).

As demonstrated, the targeted sequencing approaches are
most suitable for genotyping of known PGx genes, including
the low-frequency variants. For the discovery of novel
pharmacogenes of interest, WGS and WES are considered
better choices (Reisberg et al., 2019). WES and WGS also offer
the possibility of data repurposing, which means that the
clinicians can benefit from the existing clinical sequencing
data to extract a PGx profile to inform drug treatment.
Although the NGS data from different platforms offer many
potential benefits, there are still several challenges and limitations
which are discussed in the following sections.

CHALLENGES IN THE APPLICATION OF
NGS PLATFORMS FOR THE DECODING OF
PGX VARIANTS IN SPECIFIC
PHARMACOGENES

From the studies presented above, it appears that most types of
variants in the coding and non-coding or regulatory parts of
drug-related genes including SNVs, InDels, CNVs, and some
structural alterations such as tandem substitutions could be
identified with NGS, particularly with long-read sequencers
and WGS. However, some well-known clinically actionable
pharmacogenetic variants still pose a challenge for the NGS
methods. Challenging genes include some core ADME genes,
such as CYP2D6 which contains many different known (>100 *
alleles, www.pharmvar.org) variants in different populations.

Moreover, high sequence similarity and genetic recombination
between real genes and close pseudogenes, such as CYP2D7 and
CYP2D8, structural rearrangement complexities, and high CNVs
among individuals present substantial challenges. Here, the
routine short-read NGS approaches will not clarify the genetic
profile of an individual and offer proper phenotype prediction.
Furthermore, difficulties in the alignment procedures make
interpretation and translation into clinical use complicated.
Although some of these problems can be resolved by high-
resolution techniques, including long-read sequencing, such
sequencers with lower error rates (as well as PacBio Sequel
HiFi II) are only available through highly specialized centers
and are not yet applied in routine clinical practice (Yang et al.,
2017). In addition, the technology is currently not being
considered for the large-scale genome analysis in the PGx
studies (van der Lee et al., 2020a).

Another example of a challenging pharmacogene is UGT1A1,
with some important variants in the non-coding parts of the gene
(TA repeats in the promoter of the gene, particularly
UGT1A1*28, which affect the gene transcription and hence
enzyme activity) (Bosma et al., 1995; Dalén et al., 1998;
Numanagić et al., 2015). The gene harbors more than 113
functionally relevant variants, most of which reduce or
enhance enzyme function, in addition to many other variants
with unknown significance. The allele frequency is heavily
population-specific, too. However, most of the panels focus on
commonly known genotypes and could easily miss predictive
variants in particular cases. By way of illustration, FDA approved
the test for *28 allele but not *6 allele for irinotecan, although the
latter is the main cause of the altered activity of the UGT1A
enzyme in the Asian populations (Ikediobi et al., 2009). Also, the
utilization of more comprehensive platforms such as WES is
accompanied by poor and insufficient coverage for non-coding
parts, which may result in the lower concordance and weak
diplotype and CNV calls for the UGT1A1 gene (van der Lee
et al., 2020b).

A third challenging region is the HLA genes. They are
characterized by high sequence homology and prone to error
in the capturing procedure and possible misalignment in the
mapping processes. In addition, more than 21,000 known alleles
and several pseudogenes and some InDels in the intronic regions
of HLA class I and class II genes require the utilization of a proper
platform, and more advanced IT infrastructure for the
bioinformatics analysis and the identification of various
potential predictive PGx markers, particularly in the newly
studied populations (Klasberg et al., 2019). HLA alleles are
important not only in PGx but also in other medical fields,
including the genomic evaluation of multifactorial disorders
and organ transplantation. Unfortunately, most of the HLA
variants are rare and population-specific and are not included
in routine clinical PGx testing (Nakkam et al., 2018). Today,
many bioinformatics tools and algorithms available for HLA
variant calling and haplotype phasing based on the WGS,
WES, and targeted sequencing results. However, the high
coverage of the genomic region is preferred as input for the
allelic imputation by most software (Karnes et al., 2017). The
available tools and their pros and cons have been discussed
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comprehensively in the literature (Ka et al., 2017; Kawaguchi
et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2017). In general, to overcome the
challenges of decoding PGx variants in specific genes, up-to-
date knowledge of PGx-related genomics for physicians
requesting the test in addition to the selection and utilization
of an appropriate platform and interpretation tools for each
situation by PGx test centers is required. This may also
include previous knowledge of some particular PGx alleles
with substrate-specific effects. For example, CYP2D6*17
encodes an enzyme with an increased capacity to metabolize
haloperidol but an impaired ability to metabolize codeine
(Oscarson et al., 1997; Wennerholm et al., 2002). In addition,
occasional discrepancies between guidelines on the classification
of genotypes into metabolic groups (which is key to formulating
corresponding therapeutic recommendations) must also be
considered (Caudle et al., 2020). Table 2 summarizes some
challenging pharmacogenes and their main features that need
to be taken into consideration during sequencing or panel design.

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR
DATA ACQUISITION AND
INTERPRETATION
The NGS data annotation, in the form of PGx phenotype
prediction, is a highly specialized task that requires both
molecular knowledge and clinical knowledge. The extraction of
actionable, putative, or likely pathogenic variants from large,
sophisticated raw data requires considerable time and effort as
well as accurate validation methods. The current approaches
include newly developed PGx dedicated tools for star allele
calling in pharmacogenes (discussed in the following sections).
Here, we address the key considerations, discuss some features of
the common PGx-related tools, and propose solutions for
managing the challenges.

Targeted Sequencing Panels
Unlike with other genotyping approaches, performing a
sequencing run always offers the possibility of decoding novel
variants in the sequenced part(s). This has also been observed in

the targeted sequencing panels of known pharmacogenes, where
novel variations appeared in addition to common markers
(Gulilat et al., 2019). Indeed, the variants with unknown
clinical significance (VUS) in the NGS data and with no clear
connection to pharmacogenetics present a real challenge as far as
the implementation of such technologies in clinical practice is
concerned. Nevertheless, handling VUS as potentially important
identified variants is essential since if appropriate approaches to
the correct interpretation were not available, the real functional
alleles might simply be introduced as non-actionable. Therefore, a
prediction is not feasible easily on the functionality of VUS to
interpret the potential effects on the drug responses in a patient.
However, because of the lower number of such findings in panels,
replication and validation studies using other orthogonal
genotyping methods, in silico algorithms, genetic screening for
first degree relatives of the proband, and use of GWAS, HapMap,
or gnomAD datasets for meta-analysis will be faster and more
easier with regard to predicting and confirming the negative or
neutral functionality of variants and demonstrating the
phenotype associations in the targeted sequencing approaches
(Svidnicki et al., 2020).

Whole-Exome and Whole-Genome
Sequencing
As expected, VUS are more common in WES and WGS. The
situation becomes even more complicated when the results
involve novel PGx genes. Online tools such as SIFT and
PolyPhen2 as well as other algorithms, including CADD and
PROVEAN, plus Ensembl based sources with multiple integrated
tools like VEP and REVEL, are available for the prediction of the
damaging effects of a large number of variants. However, these
tools rely primarily on evolutionary conservation and utilize
amino acid or nucleotide sequence alignment, which is less
applicable to pharmacogenes. Also, low predictive value of
these tools has recently been demonstrated (Lee et al., 2019;
Zhou et al., 2019).

Furthermore, incidental findings (IFs), referred to as
secondary findings in the ACMG recommendations (Kalia
et al., 2017), can be expected in different types of high

TABLE 2 | Pharmacogenes with the associated challenges that render them difficult to genotype.

Gene Challenge(s) Reference

CYP2D6 –Structural variants and gene rearrangements Taylor et al. (2020)
–Pseudogenes PharmVar structural variations CYP2D6
–Copy Number Variations
–Presence of novel variants
–Highly polymorphic region
–Substrate-specific effects of some alleles

UGT1A1 –Rare population-specific variants Barbarino et al. (2014)
–Variants in non-coding parts of the gene Marques and Ikediobi, 2010
–Independent haplotypes with less linkage disequilibrium

VKORC1 –Important variants in non-coding parts of the gene Saminathan et al. (2010)
Owen et al., 2010

HLA –Rare population-specific variants Illing et al. (2017)
–Highly polymorphic regions Klasberg et al., 2019

SLC6A4 –Rare population-specific variants Lam (2013)
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throughput sequencing and genotype screening methods. They
are mostly defined as annotated functional variants in major
drug-related genes which were not expected in the specified
assessment but may be either related or unrelated to the
particular medication taken by the patient. This adds to the
complexity of reporting findings from PGx profiling, where the
DNA variants may alter the drug efficacy or increase the risk of
serious adverse drug reactions. Such findings could be reported
as variants with potential usage in guiding therapy if they are
managed properly through appropriate clinical genomic
assays, vigorous genotype-phenotype correlation studies,
and utilization of PGx-related sources for data
interpretation and variant scoring (Lee et al., 2016).
However, the existence of secondary findings would also be
associated with some technical issues in the employed NGS
platform. These issues include the percentage of coverage and
type of sequencing methods as well as the number of evaluated
individuals, evaluation of family members or randomly
selected patients (Westbrook et al., 2013). Yet, not all
secondary findings that are identified need to be reported in
the result of a clinical test. The ACMG also declared a policy
statement for reporting particular secondary findings in the
clinical setting (L Blackburn et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2021).
However, the statement is related to non-PGx secondary
findings. Moreover, many pharmacogenetic variants are not
disease-causing. Therefore, the relevance of reporting
secondary findings may not be obvious at the time of
submitting the report, particularly when only a specific set
of pharmacogenes is tested. For the pharmacogenes connected
with disease risk, the secondary findings may be handled in
accordance with the current ACMG recommendations; that is,
it is not necessary to provide a separate set of

recommendations for those genes. Nevertheless, while the
purpose of PGx testing is to exhaustively (and pre-
emptively) profile genes that may potentially alter the drug
response, curating and storing the information relevant to the
future drug therapy may indicate that no findings should be
considered “secondary,” particularly when untargeted
methods as well as WES and WGS are employed.

Recently Developed Bioinformatics
Algorithms for PGx Variant Calling
Concentrated efforts have been undertaken to design and
develop specific PGx tools for the identification of SNVs,
CNVs, structural rearrangements, gene deletion, gene
duplication/multiplication, haplotype phasing, diplotype
calling, and phenotype prediction out of the NGS data in
the clinical setting. The tools as well as Stargazer,
PharmCAT, Astrolabe, Aldy, Cypripi, include special
algorithms, which were designed for the interpretation of
the PGx variants (Numanagić et al., 2015; Twist et al., 2016;
Klein and Ritchie, 2018; Numanagić et al., 2018; Lee et al.,
2019). Furthermore, some other tools including g-Nomic
and PHARMIP were developed for providing
recommendations based on the general information
obtained from a PGx test (Sabater et al., 2019; Zidan
et al., 2020). The advantages and the disadvantages of
each of the tools have been demonstrated previously in
the literature (Twesigomwe et al., 2020). Table 3 provides
a concise overview of the key features of these tools.
Stargazer, Astrolabe, and Aldy have been fully analyzed
and are widely used in the field. Twesigomwe and
colleagues have recently performed a comprehensive and

TABLE 3 | Key features of the PGx dedicated variant functional prediction tools.

Tool/Algorithm Main features Reference

Stargazer Stargazer calls the star alleles from the NGS data by detecting SNVs, InDels, and structural variants. Stargazer detects
variations with structural changes including gene duplications, deletions, and conversions by calculating the paralog-specific
copy numbers from read depth

Lee et al. (2019)

PharmCAT Pharmacogenomics Clinical Annotation Tool (PharmCAT) captures the variants indicated in guidelines from a genomic data
set derived from sequencing or genotyping technologies (i.e., VCF), infers haplotypes and diplotypes, and generates a report
containing genotype/diplotype-based annotations, as well as guidelines and recommendations according to CPIC
guidelines

Sangkuhl et al. (2020)

Aldy Aldy is a computational tool that performs allelic decomposition of highly polymorphic, multi-copy genes through the use of
the whole or targeted genome sequencing data and identifies multiple rare and novel alleles for several important
pharmacogenes

Numanagić et al. (2018)

Astrolabe Astrolabe (former Constellation) is a computational method and probabilistic scoring system that enables automated
ascertainment of CYP2D6 and CYP2D19 activity scores from the unphased NGS data, aligned with the catalog of
pharmacogenetic alleles with high percentage of analytic sensitivity and specificity

Twist et al. (2017)

Cypripi Cypripi is an algorithm that computationally assumes CYP2D6 genotype at base-pair resolution from the high throughput
sequencing data. It can resolve complex genotypes, including the alleles that are the product of the duplication, deletion, and
fusion events involving CYP2D6 and its related pseudogene, CYP2D7

Numanagić et al. (2015)

g-Nomic g-Nomic is PGx interpretation software that provides recommendations on the suitability of a given combination of drugs for
each patient according to their genes and polymedication

Sabater et al. (2019)

PHARMIP PHARMIP uses drug modeled structure and up-to-date bioinformatics tools and/or databases to understand the genetic
factors that cause drug-related adverse reactions

Zidan et al. (2020)

Cyrius Superior, accurate genotyping of CYP2D6 compared to other existing methods as well as Aldy and Stargazer. All types of
variants and haplotype calling in addition to the structural and homology analysis will be covered for both GRCh38 and 37
genome builds

Chen et al. (2021)
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systematic comparison of the functions of these three tools
in calling different CYP2D6 variants. The results of the study
demonstrate that Aldy and Astrolabe are better common and
rare SNV callers compared to Stargazer. Yet, Stargazer
outperformed the other tools in rare homozygous allele
phasing due to its in-built supplementary algorithm.
Calling InDel star alleles in the short-read NGS data and
the hybrid rearrangements was challenging for all three
algorithms. For other structural variants, gene deletion,
duplication, and multiplications, Aldy demonstrated
higher concordance in comparison to Stargazer and
Astrolabe, respectively. Noticeably, Astrolabe performed
weak structural variant calling in comparison to the other
two tools. Although Stargazer displayed better performance
in CNV calling and the identification of hybrid
rearrangements, it simultaneously revealed the highest
number of non-genotyped diplotypes for the samples
including structural variants. Unfortunately, all three tools
had difficulty calling diplotypes with high copy numbers.
While these genotypes are very rare, they may still be
considered an important variant in some isolated
populations. The phenotype prediction and the clinical
accuracy of Aldy, Astrolabe, and Stargazer were also
evaluated. Remarkably, the concordances were higher than
the diplotype concordances as the activity scoring systems
may assign the same values as the true function of the
wrongly genotyped samples. The impact of the sequencing
coverage and the misalignment of InDels on genotyping
accuracy was also investigated. The study, however, had
some limitations. It used simulated data for most rare and
structural variants, did not compare the performances of the
three tools across the NGS data from the targeted custom-
capture panels, and did not compare the impacts of different
aligners on the variant calling processes. Novel SNVs calling
was also not analyzed in the study and reliable validation
studies were not included (Twesigomwe et al., 2020). Aldy
and Stargazer may also result in false-positive/false-negative
results in small variant calling, since they rely on initial read
alignments. Another major obstacle is that two of the three
tools does not support the GRCh38 genome assembly and
that the investigators may need to lift their alignments to
GRCh37 (i.e., https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver).
To address these challenges, Chen et al. developed Cyrius, a
novel bioinformatics method for all classes of variants and
haplotype calling from CYP2D6 in the WGS data (also
included in Table 3). The tool can overcome CYP2D6 and
CYP2D7 homology challenges and work with both GRCh37
and 38 to accurately genotype CYP2D6 with a higher overall
concordance rate with true genotypes (99.3%). Compared to
Aldy and Stargazer, superior genotyping was demonstrated
for both GeT-RM and long-read data, and the application of
the method led to improved understanding of CYP2D6
genetic diversity within five ethnic groups. The authors
are currently extending the method to genotype other
pharmacogenes with a paralog, CYP2A6 and CYP2B6, and
plan to apply it to more genes in the future (Chen et al.,
2021). Overall, it is useful to be aware of the specifications

and the features of each of the tools in order to increase their
utility while applying such algorithms to calling different
PGx variants out of high throughput sequencing results.

Solutions for the Management of
Challenges in Applying the NGS-PGx Tests
in the Clinic
Here, we present threemain problems whichmay arise during clinical
NGS testing for PGx in everyday practice and discuss solutions.

Firstly, based on the type of panel or other selected
approaches, the setup and the initiation of NGS tests (covering
PGx markers) in every clinic will require a substantial investment
and reimbursement by insurance companies, bioinformatics
infrastructure, specific software and computational tools, and
professional clinical experts for data interpretation. In addition,
validation studies to determine and improve the clinical utility
and the validity are essential. Once a positive evaluation has been
performed by public and private payers, relevant NGS-derived
PGx tests could be considered for implementation in routine
clinical practice. Estimated costs of PGx profiling may vary
substantially depending on the type of test applied. Is the PGx
assessment a pre-emptive NGS test or repurposed findings from
diagnostic WES/WGS? Currently, the test coverage and
reimbursement are still considered major barriers to routine
clinical use. Enhancing physicians’ awareness of the type of
test to be requested, gaining third-party support, increasing
the number of clients through direct-to-consumer genetic
testing companies, and decreasing the cost of tests due to
advances in diagnostic technologies may play an essential role
in bringing the clinical utility of PGx tests to the attention of
insurance companies (L Rogers et al., 2020). While many related
services are currently limited to reactive single-gene testing, some
clinical centers offer routine pre-emptive PGx tests. For example,
all patients treated for an active disease at St. Jude Research
Hospital are offered PGx testing (www.stjude.org/pg4kds).
Recently, Anderson et al. performed a large-scale study in the
United States and demonstrated that only a few core
pharmacogenes, including CYP2C19, CYP2D6, CYP2C9,
VKORC1, UGT1A1, and HLA class I, were covered by the
patients’ insurance (Anderson et al., 2020).

Secondly, as mentioned previously, the evolutionary conservation
is less applicable to the drug-related genes and therefore the
conventional computational algorithms have low predictive
accuracy when applied to the pharmacogenetic variants. The
difficulties with novel and big data interpretation could be
overcome by applying combined and optimized calculation tools
and algorithms (at least 6-7 of such bioinformatics tools) for allele
imputation (see Appendix 1) of PGx single- or multi-marker
signatures, as well as confirming such genetic variants as predictive
for the drug response with more accuracy (Zhou et al., 2019; Tafazoli
et al., 2021). However, not all pharmacogenes have this limitation.
Indeed, some genes appear relatively free of evolutionary constraints
and are highly similar to other genes. This is particularly true for the
genes that are involved in the transfer of endogenous substances
(i.e., OTC1). Whenever a novel PGx variant is identified in
evolutionarily conserved positions, such genes may still benefit
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TABLE 4 | Useful databases for PGx results interpretation in the clinical practice.

Database Main Activities and Features Link Reference

PharmGKB The Pharmacogenomics Knowledgebase is a truly
comprehensive and publicly available, online
knowledgebase responsible for the aggregation, curation,
integration, and dissemination of the knowledge regarding
the impact of the human genetic variation on the drug
response

https://www.pharmgkb.org/index.jsp Barbarino et al. (2018)

CPIC The Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation
Consortium (CPIC

®
) is an international consortium to

address the clinical implementation of the
pharmacogenetic tests by creating, curating, and posting
freely available, peer-reviewed, evidence-based,
updatable, and detailed gene/drug clinical practice
guidelines

https://cpicpgx.org/ Relling and Klein (2011)

DPWG The Dutch Pharmacogenetics Working Group includes
clinical pharmacists, physicians, clinical pharmacologists,
clinical chemists, epidemiologists, and toxicologists to
develop pharmacogenetics-based therapeutic (dose)
recommendations and assist the drug prescribers and the
pharmacists by integrating the recommendations into
computerized systems for drug prescription and
automated medication surveillance

https://www.pharmgkb.org/page/dpwg JJ Swen et al. (2011)

PharmVar The Pharmacogene Variation (PharmVar) Consortium is a
central repository for the pharmacogene (PGx) variation
that focuses on the haplotype structure and the allelic
variation. The information in this resource facilitates the
interpretation of the pharmacogenetic test results to guide
the precision medicine

https://www.pharmvar.org/ Gaedigk et al. (2018)

PMKB The Precision Medicine Knowledgebase (PMKB) is a
project of the Institute of Precision Medicine (IPM) at Weill
Cornell Medicine, which is organized to provide information
about the clinical cancer variants and the interpretations in
a structured way as well as allowing the users to submit and
edit the existing entries for the continued growth of the
knowledgebase. All changes are reviewed by cancer
pathologists

https://pmkb.weill.cornell.edu Huang et al. (2017)

PharmaADME An industry-initiated effort launched to develop a
consensus, “Core List” of standardized “evidence-based”
drug metabolizing (ADME) genetic biomarkers that are
broadly applicable to many pharmaceutical clinical trials
and FDA drug submissions

http://www.pharmaadme.org/joomla/ pharmaadme and
www.pharmaadme.org

Flockhart Table The website provides a table designed as a hypothesis
testing, teaching, and reference tool for the physicians and
researchers interested in the drug interactions that are the
result of the competition for or effects on the human
cytochrome P450 system. The table contains lists of drugs
in columns under the designation of specific cytochrome
P450 isoforms

https://drug-interactions.medicine.iu.edu/
MainTable.aspx

Flockhart and Oesterheld
(2000)

SEAPharm The Southeast Asian Pharmacogenomics Research
Network (SEAPharm) established in Asia to enable and
strengthen the PGx research among various PGx
communities within but not limited to countries in SEA, with
the ultimate goal of supporting PGx implementation in the
region

– Chumnumwat et al. (2019)

PGRN The Pharmacogenomics Research Network, PGRN I–III,
was funded from 2000 through 2015 by multiple Institutes
and Centers of the NIH. The network catalyzed
pharmacogenomics discoveries both nationally and
internationally through the conduct of collaborative
research focused on the discovery and the translation of
the the genetic determinants of the drug response, to
enable safer and more effective drug therapies

https://www.pgrn.org/ –

SuperCYP A comprehensive database on cytochrome P450 enzymes
including a tool for analysis of the CYP-drug interactions

https://bioinformatics.charite.de/supercyp/ Preissner et al. (2010)

(Continued on following page)
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from routine predictor tools to indicate their functional impact (Shu
et al., 2003). However, in the absence of distinct clinical data, both
computational and laboratory models are needed for the genotype-
guided drug therapy based on previously unreported genomic variants
(Shrestha et al., 2018).

Other PGx specific computational models and algorithms with a
high sensitivity and specificity have also been developed for the
prediction of the loss of function and/or the functionally neutral
variations. The scores obtained with the models could provide
quantitative estimation of the impact of different variants on the
gene function. A comprehensive analysis of the computational
prediction methods and evaluation of the recent progress in the
functional interpretation of non-coding variants for drug-
metabolizing enzymes and transporters is provided by Zhou and
colleagues (Zhou et al., 2018). Once the functionality of a variant is
known, the effect on drug pharmacology needs to be estimated. For
this, pathway analysis databases as well as DAVID, Human
Metabolome Database, String-db, and KEGG could be used to
identify the molecular connections between the altered allele(s) in
specific genes and the other related genes in the cell. Moreover, newly
developed PGx specific tools such as Aldy, Stargazer, Astrolabe, and
Cyrius can also help with NGS data processing in the PGx analysis
(Klein andRitchie, 2018; Lee et al., 2019).Table 4 lists some databases
which are useful in interpreting the results of the clinical PGx analysis.
We have also recently reviewed the software and the algorithms
dedicated to the functional prediction alongside the related
mechanism of action in such tools while using the PGx functional
analysis (Tafazoli et al., 2021). After finding a potentially strong
relationship between the identified variant(s) and the drug response,
particular in-vitro assessments as well as cell line modifications may
be considered for exploring the functional consequences of the altered
alleles and diplotypes on the activity of the related protein. However,
the latter is not appropriate in clinical use as it increases the
turnaround time considerably. As the final step, the clinical
association analysis will confirm the connection between the novel
variants and the drug response phenotypes in the patients. Needless
to say, it is suitable solely for the patient data analysis and not pre-
emptive PGx profiling of a healthy individual with no clinically
observable phenotype (Ji et al., 2013).

Finally, while well-known and annotated PGx variant(s) can be
used immediately in patient care, the clinical translation and utilization
of newly introduced variants requires substantial evidence and records
of gene-drug interaction as well as phenotyping data. Nevertheless,
such data would be stored primarily for the research purposes and the
patient may be recontacted for further investigations. Since the
prediction of an individual’s metabolic status is very important for
drug dosage modifications in a clinic, the translation of the sequencing
results into phenotype assignment must follow the universal
standardized test interpretation approaches. A gene continuum

activity score system has been introduced to deal with such
situations and may be accepted by reference laboratories and
medical centers for converting the genotype data to the clinically
actionable recommendations (Hicks et al., 2014). However, to facilitate
the incorporation of the high throughput derived PGx reports in the
clinical setting, it is necessary to provide the healthcare professionals
with more applicable, evidence-based results and employ standardized
and updated cohort and case reports (Giri et al., 2019; Krebs and
Milani, 2019).

CONCLUSION

The NGS technologies have been used in the PGx research studies
for a decade. The rapid development in accessories and
supporting bioinformatics tools in addition to the reduced cost
and the technological advancement that will allow for testing of a
larger number of drug-related genes and biomarkers will result in
the widespread use of such methods in various clinical settings.
The main challenges are management of identified VUS, a lack
of specific variant caller software, poor haplotype phasing,
insufficient coverage of some parts of the genome by different
platforms, limited capacity to assess variant functionality in-vitro,
and limited ability to assess functionality through computational
approaches. Nevertheless, the application of NGS in PGx
testing in the clinical practice is continually increasing, paving
the way for new PGx variant discovery and a bright future for
pharmacogenomics-guided drug treatment.
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TABLE 4 | (Continued) Useful databases for PGx results interpretation in the clinical practice.

Database Main Activities and Features Link Reference

FDA-
Pharmacogenomic

Table of pharmacogenomic biomarkers in drug labeling https://www.fda.gov/drugs/science-and-research-
drugs/table-pharmacogenomic-biomarkers-drug-
labeling
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APPENDIX 1: MINI-GLOSSARY OF THE
NGS TERMINOLOGIES USED IN THIS
ARTICLE

Targeted sequencing Sequencing of specific parts of the genome or sets of genes (multiple genes) at once

Whole-exome sequencing Sequencing of all exonic (protein-coding) regions of the genome. It also includes some important flanking sequences
Whole-genome sequencing Sequencing of the entire genome of an organism, including all the non-coding and coding parts in addition to the

mitochondrial DNAs. It is the most comprehensive sequencing method among others
Long-read sequencing Newer sequencing methods (also called third-generation technologies) with the ability to read and produce long sequences

of DNA between 10,000 and 100,000 base pairs at one runtime. The method is useful, particularly for the structural variant
detection and haplotype phasing

Gene panel A specific set of genes selected for particular analysis purposes as well as sequencing methods or disease-specific gene
profiling

PGx panel A specific set of pharmacogenes or drug target genes selected for particular analysis purposes
Coverage The number of times a portion of the genome is sequenced in a sequencing reaction. Frequently expressed as “depth of

coverage” and numerically as 1X, 2X, 3X, etc.
Depth of coverage See above
VCF file Variant calling format is a standard variant reporting format which was invented during the 1,000 Genomes project. Such files

display the genomic variants with their coordinates in the NGS results
Secondary findings Unrelated genomic variants to the primary purpose of the test revealed during a sequencing run
Haplotype phasing Determination of paternal or maternal origins (inheritance) of each chromosome while putting into haplotypes. In this way, the

researchers can assign the alleles to the paternal and maternal chromosomes and obtain a comprehensive picture of
genomic variants for the specific haplotype
Statistical estimation of the haplotypes from the genotyping data is also called haplotype phasing

Allele imputation A statistical method for inferring the genotypes that are not directly measured. Estimation of unobserved genotype, including
genetic markers from known haplotype or reference genotype. Particularly beneficial in GWAS studies

VUS A genetic variant for which the association with a specific phenotype cannot be determined definitively
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Abstract: Pharmacogenomics (PGx) is the knowledge of diverse drug responses and effects in people,
based on their genomic profiles. Such information is considered as one of the main directions to
reach personalized medicine in future clinical practices. Since the start of applying next generation
sequencing (NGS) methods in drug related clinical investigations, many common medicines found
their genetic data for the related metabolizing/shipping proteins in the human body. Yet, the
employing of technology is accompanied by big obtained data, which most of them have no clear
guidelines for consideration in routine treatment decisions for patients. This review article talks
about different types of NGS derived PGx variants in clinical studies and try to display the current
and newly developed approaches to deal with pharmacogenetic data with/without clear guidelines
for considering in clinical settings.

Keywords: pharmacogenomics; NGS variants; personalized medicine

1. Introduction: Pharmacogenomics and High Throughput Sequencing Methods

It has been reported for decades that different drugs show different responses and effi-
cacy in diverse individuals or populations. Investigations proved that part of this diversity
(20–30%) is because of genetic background and, more precisely, the inheritance of various
alleles and variants in genes for drug-metabolizing and transporting (pharmacogenes) or
drug target molecules [1]. Pharmacogenetics is the term for the knowledge of diverse drug
responses and effects in people, based on their single genes on the genomic profiles. When
a group of genes (multiple genes), or whole genome, and other influential genomic events,
such as epigenetics will be addressed at once for such investigations, the phrase would
be replaced by pharmacogenomics (PGx). Since the starting of employing high through-
put sequencing methods, especially next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, in
addition to some comprehensive orthogonal tests, such as genome-wide single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) arrays in clinical investigations and practice, numerous genetic vari-
ants have been introduced in drug-related genes in the human body. Today, close to 100
variants in each people in more than 900 of such genes are mentioned in literature, and
the number is increasing continuously [2,3]. There is no doubt that the NGS methods
played a significant role in the identification of PGx variants in a clinical research setting
and used in the prediction of the response to or adverse effects of drugs, which result in
the calculation or estimation of appropriate drug dosage for patients. According to the
patient’s responses, the drug outcome could be defined as efficient, inefficient, toxic, and
resistant. All of these categories mostly arise from the interaction between the products of
many genes in a cellular pathway or between the genes and environmental factors. Hence,
genotype-specific therapy could bring huge benefits for drug safety and efficacy in patients
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in addition to time and cost reduction of treatment approaches for them [4]. The trends
led to the practice of personalized therapy and precision medicine implementation in
clinical centers. The explosion of examples in the field of pre-emptive and/or patient
genotyping shows the true advantages of high throughput sequencing technologies in the
PGx area [5–8]. However, despite the common belief between the physicians and general
practitioners in the effects of the genetic landscape on diverse drug responses, if they
asked that they order the PGx tests for their patients, less than 15% will answer positively.
This is mostly because of the lack of clear guidelines and sufficient clinical evidence for
many functional genetic variants (FGVs) in drug-related genes (FGVs or actionable genetic
variants are those alterations in genome, with at least one report for introducing the effects on
drug safety and/or efficacy in people. Moreover, the variants found in the research area with strong
potential effects on drugs could be considered as FGVs during prescription. However, the latter
needs clinical evidence to be influential on treatment decisions by physicians). Furthermore, the
poor knowledge and background of PGx and the different related alleles and variants for
many healthcare professionals may directly affect their desire to order the tests.

Yet, several rare and uncommon FGVs can be detected through the PGx tests in both
clinical and research areas, especially when comprehensive and high capacity methods,
such as NGS, have been utilized [9]. Moreover, it is necessary to distinguish the definition of
FGVs and/or uncharacterized variants, such as variants with unknown clinical significance
in two distinct genomic medicine areas, PGx, and medical genetics. Although the two
concepts are usually mixed and many PGx variants are covered in the medical genetics
zone, the first one mostly emphasizes those variants with an impact on pharmacological
treatments, while the second group of variants is considered the genetic variations with
pathogenicity effects in the human body. For a PGx variant, it might show an interaction
with drug dosage modifications or not, but the functional and clinical consequences of a
genetic variant may be unknown (does it have pathological consequences?) or well known
(it has or not pathological consequences). However, both types of variants will be addressed
as the same in NGS primary data analysis steps. To deal with the different genetic variants
in PGx profiling of individuals, this review article reviews various NGS derived biomarkers
and the possible approaches to use or consider them during the medicine prescription.
Those PGx variants with no clear guidelines will be focused on more.

2. Different Types of Variants and Their Classifications in Clinical Pharmacogenomics

Both common and rare alleles are demonstrated as the functional biomarkers in PGx
clinical practice. Low frequency and rare variants have been shown by 1–5% and lower
than 1% minor allele frequency (MAF), respectively, in populations. Moreover, they proved
to be very population-specific and the causative elements for diverse drug responses in
alternative ethnic groups [10,11]. NGS methods revolutionized the detection of any type of
variants in different aspects of genome analysis and profiling, as well as pharmacogenetics
and genomic studies. Such investigations reported that most of the FGVs in the clinical
PGx setting are Single Nucleotide Variations (SNVs). However, structural variants (SVs),
such as Copy Number Variation (CNVs), small Insertion–Deletions (InDels), tandem-
substitutions, and the deletion of entire exons are also identified as effective variants in
drug responses [12,13]. In addition to wild-type alleles, the functional outcome for each
of these variants may cause the individuals to fall into four main groups of responders
including poor, intermediate, extensive, and ultra-rapid metabolizers.

Currently, core web-based resources for clinical PGx annotations include Pharma-
cogenomics Knowledge Base (PharmGKB), the Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation
Consortium (CPIC), the Pharmacogenomics Research Network (PGRN), and Dutch Phar-
macogenetics Working Group (DPWG). These are considered as reference databases that
provide information about how human genetic variations affect response to medications.
All of the confirmed data about clinically actionable gene-drug associations and genotype-
phenotype relationships are sorted properly and available as a guide for personalized
medicine implementation by healthcare professionals. However, other modules, such as
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PharmVar, FINDbase, SuperCYP, SEAPharm, etc. could also be applied when a specific
type of gene or drug was on the desk. Nevertheless, according to PGx reference organi-
zations (PharmGKB, CPIC-PGRN, and DPWG), all the diagnosed alleles and variants in
a gene-drug interaction, based on the number of published studies and clinical evidence,
will be classified in various types of level with clear explanations for each of them (Table
1). However, CPIC has also introduced a new categorization system for PGx level in more
detail (Table 2). Generally, different levels of clinical relevance for PGx variants and/or
gene-drug pairs will be assigned by the reference entities. All of them have their processes
to assign the levels and prioritize approaches for providing the related guidelines. Mean-
while, some recommendations are related to each other (CPIC and PharmGKB) and the
others go through it independently (DPWG). For example, the clinical pharmacogenetics
implementation consortium (CPIC) allocates the levels for a variant in a gene-drug pair,
based on three major criteria from PharmGKB clinical annotation levels of evidence and
PGx level for Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved drug labels and also if it
is nominated to CPIC for consideration. Only those gene/drug pairs that have been the
subject of guidelines have had sufficient in-depth review of evidence to provide definitive
CPIC level assignments. CPIC also use other considerations for assignment of CPIC level
through some essential questions, containing the information of prescribing actionability,
the severity of the clinical consequences for ignoring the genetic tests, already subjected
gene to other CPIC guidelines, availability of genetic test for the gene, high-risk genetic
variants, etc. [14,15]. PharmGKB also creates genotype-based summaries describing the
phenotypic impact of the variant and provides the PGx levels from 1A to 4 in combination
with four instructive labels as “Testing required”, “Testing recommended”, “Actionable
PGx”, and “Informative PGx” via literature reviews while considering population size
and statistical significance. The labels state different considerations for the drugs, based
on gene/protein/chromosomal variants or phenotypes, and conclude the necessity of
pre-emptive genetic testing for genotype/phenotype correlation assays and showing the
potential changes in efficacy, dosage, metabolism, or toxicity [16,17]. Finally, the Dutch
Pharmacogenetics working group (DPWG) uses the drug-gene interaction outcomes to
providing the clinical relevance levels, where the AA is the lowest impact and F is the
highest one. The impacts are categorized, based on adverse drug events, decreased thera-
peutic response, and other clinical effects, result in the allocation of specific scores from
1–7 derived from national cancer institute (NCI) common toxicity criteria and 0–4 level of
evidence of gene–drug interaction in the literature [18].
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Table 1. Different levels of clinical relevance for pharmacogenomics (PGx) variants in reference organizations.

Reference
Organization PGx Level Summary of Description Reference

1A
Variants in this level are annotated and have a clear and

endorsed guideline while showing a strong role in
gene-drug interactions.

1B Annotated variant with strong evidence in the literature.
Gene-drug association shows strong effects.

PharmGKB
2A The annotated variant is in a VIP *, so functional

significance is more likely. [19]

2B
Annotated variant but in moderate evidence of an

association. There is no reliable replicated study in form
of statistical significance or well-designed in size.

3
Annotated variant in a single study or multiple studies

with no similar associations between the variant and the
drug.

4 Annotated variant but in a case report and non-significant
study or just in an in-vitro assay.

CPIC

A
Variants in this level oblige a change in related drug

prescription. Strong clinical evidence and
genotype-phenotype correlations exist.

[20]

B Evidence is weak for the variant but still genotyping may
be useful for alternative prescribing.

C

Different levels of evidence are mentioned in various
publications for the variant. No prescribing actions are

recommended. Mostly suitable for genes that are
commonly included in clinical or DTC ** tests.

D
Weak evidence and conflicting data are introduced for the
variant. Clinical actionability is unclear. No prescribing

actions are recommended.
AA Variants with no significant clinical or kinetic effects.
A Variants with minor clinical effects and kinetic effects.
B Variants with mild clinical effects.
C Variants with moderate clinical effects.
D Variants with stronger clinical effects than level C.

E Variants with severe clinical effects as the failure of
lifesaving therapy or life-threatening complications.

F Variants with most severe clinical effects, death is
anticipated.

***
DPWG

4 There are good quality published studies for the
variant/gene.

[21]

3 There are moderate quality published studies for the
variant/gene.

2 Well documented case reports exist for the variant/gene.
1 Published incomplete case reports for the variant/gene.
0 Data on file.

??? No evidence.
* VIP: very important pharmacogene, ** DTC: direct to consumer, *** Separate the two different levels definitions of the DPWG.
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Table 2. Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC) new level of clinical relevance for gene/drug
interactions.

Cpic Level Clinical Context Level of Evidence Strength of Recommendation

A Genetic information should be used to
change the prescribing of the affected drug.

The preponderance of the
evidence is high or moderate

in favor of changing
prescribing.

At least one moderate or
strong action (change in

prescribing) is recommended.

A/B
Preliminary review indicates it is likely that
the definitive CPIC level will be either A or

B.

Full evidence review is
needed to assess the level of

evidence, but prescribing
actionability is likely.

Full review by expert
guideline group to assign

strength of recommendation.

B

Genetic information could be used to
change prescribing of the affected drug

because alternative therapies/dosing are
extremely likely to be as effective and as

safe as non-genetically based dosing.

The preponderance of the
evidence is weak with little

conflicting data.

At least one optional action
(change in prescribing) is

recommended.

B/C
Preliminary review indicates it is likely that
the definitive CPIC level will be either B or

C.

Prescribing actionability
based on genetics is not clear

without further evidence
review.

Full review by expert
guideline group to assess the
strength of recommendation.

C

There are published studies at varying
levels of evidence, some with mechanistic
rationale, but no prescribing actions are

recommended because (a) dosing based on
genetics makes no convincing difference; (b)

alternatives are unclear, possibly less
effective, more toxic, or otherwise

impractical; or (c) few published studies or
mostly weak evidence and clinical actions
are unclear. Most important for genes that

are subject to other CPIC guidelines or
genes that are commonly included in

clinical or DTC tests.

Evidence levels can vary. No prescribing actions are
recommended.

C/D
Preliminary review indicates it is likely that
the definitive CPIC level will be either C or

D.
Evidence levels can vary. No prescribing actions are

recommended.

D

There are few published studies, clinical
actions are unclear, little mechanistic basis,

mostly weak evidence, or substantial
conflicting data. If the genes are not widely
tested clinically, evaluations are not needed.

Criteria for “widely tested” includes: 1)
College of American Pathologists (CAP)

proficiency testing is available; 2) gene is in
disease-specific panels (e.g., pain,

psychiatric, cancer, etc.); or 3) evidence
exists for implementation of the gene into
clinical practice (CPIC member feedback,

publications, etc.).

Evidence levels can vary. No prescribing actions are
recommended.

Adopted from cpicpgx.org/.

Regarding the abovementioned level of classification for the identified variants, the
utilization of NGS platforms for clinical PGx tests brings various types of alleles, which
after confirmation and validation processes could be categorized as functional/potential
effective variants, fall into “five groups of (1) annotated variants with the clear guideline
(i.e., rs1057910 in CYP2C9 and rs9923231 in VKORC1 genes for Warfarin). (2) Annotated
variants with no clinical guideline (i.e., rs6166 in FSHR gene for urofollitropin). (3) Variants
with annotation or guidelines for other drugs (i.e., rs9322335 in ESR1 gene for letrozole
while the gene is studying and considered as the estrogen receptor and target molecule for
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Clomifene). (4) Non-pharmacogenetically annotated variants (i.e., different clinical related
variants in AR gene as an important target molecule for infertility drugs). And (5) Variants
of unknown significance (VUS). The next part will focus on different approaches for such
variant interpretation and curation in clinical practice.

3. Approaches to Dealing with Diverse Pharmacogenomics Variants

To finding any clinical relevance for different groups of PGx variants from the sequenc-
ing platforms, standard algorithms, and procedures are introduced by the reference sources
(Figure 1). These are the recommendations that indicate the approaches for decoding or
predicting the variant functions and the related phenotypes as the diverse drug responses
in individuals [22]. From the previous section, group 1 is considered as straightforward, ac-
tionable variants in gene-drug pairs with direct prescription recommendations for applying
in routine clinical practice. Group 2 are the alleles, consisting of the most common types of
identified variants during diagnostic procedures for PGx tests. As the PharmGKB included
19,028 variant annotations, most of the identified markers will fall into this group. Here, the
number of clinical evidence in addition to statistical signification (i.e., number of patients
in cohort studies) and types of the publications, if they are strong genome-wide associa-
tion study, well designed replicated report, case report, non-significant study, or only an
in-vitro study, would be the important factors for clinical consideration and decisions [23].
The other common scenario for the sequencing results of a pharmacogenetic screening
test could be found in group 3, which are variants with the recommendations but not for
the researchers/clinicians targeted drugs. Generally, if the related gene is introduced as
a very important pharmacogene (VIP) in PGx databases, it is mostly well documented
so the related cellular pathways must be analyzed thoroughly. Then the caution and
consideration before dosage adjustment are suggested for more accurate implementation
of personalized medicine in the clinic [24]. If there is a lack of such documents, more
confirmation and validation assessments are necessary before any concerns for the patient’s
prescription. Replicate tests in target drugs in such situations consist of various approaches,
from looking for the same result in same/different ethnic groups to implementation of
laboratory confirmation tests. However, alternative approaches have also been introduced
for PGx findings validation, if replication studies for gene-drug interactions proved to
be difficult and costly for some cases [25]. In the end, consulting with gene experts or
experienced clinical pharmacologist in the gene–drug interaction field is necessary. So far,
reference databases have explained the approaches to deal with variants in group one to
three. However, many genetic variations may be classified in group 4, which is introduced
as disease-associated biomarkers and placed into the different genomic databases, such as
ClinVar, dbGaP, HapMap, gnomAD, COSMIC, etc. (as causative or pathogenic variants),
but there is no PGx report for them. This is mostly happening during more comprehensive
genomic profiling of individuals for decoding any PGx markers. In such a situation, the
first step could be the evaluation of the gene, if it is introduced as drug related in literature
and databases before. The positive result may follow the approaches for group 3 as well. If
there is any, also clinical assays would help provide evidence in both groups 2 and 3 of
variants during the clinical decision making.
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guideline, annotated without a guideline, informative for other drugs, not PGx annotated, or variants of unknown clinical
significance (VUS). For the annotated variants, checking the level of clinical relevance (Table 1 of the current paper) is the
first task to do. Bioinformatics tools are also supporting the analysis of not only VUS but also other types of variants in each
group. Examples for groups 1–5 with explanations are provided in the main text. * VIP: very important pharmacogene. ** see the text
for more details.

The last types of variants (group 5) are the novel and unreported variations in
databases (ClinVar, HGMD, PharmGKB), but found in a PGx test mostly through compre-
hensive methods, such as whole exome or whole genome sequencing (WES and WGS),
with no clue for their function in causing a particular phenotype. Moreover, incidental
findings (IFs) are the group of known variations, but not related to specifically investigated
phenotype, and accidentally revealed during a sequencing test. Both the VUS (novel vari-
ants) and IFs will be manageable with higher accuracy by the combined usage of highly
specialized bioinformatics pipelines to find any possible interaction with drug responses
in patients. IFs are mostly displayed as the annotated functional drug-related variants
in pharmacogenes and potentially useful markers if the appropriate genomic analysis
and accurate genotype–phenotype correlations are performed subsequently [26]. We will
address this topic in detail in the following section.

4. Approaches to Dealing with Novel Pharmacogenomics Variants

As the majority of revealed variants through implementation of broad range high
throughput sequencing tests could be categorized in group 4 and 5 (the most challenging
groups), the process of identifying clinically relevant PGx variants from complex genomic
data mostly concerns about the detection of any potential FGVs in these two categories.
The procedures usually start with digging the variant call format (VCF) file for filtration of
variants and selection of those alterations, which come from drug-related genes. Based on
the employed sequencer machine and the selected platform for PGx data clinical assess-
ment, different types of variants are available in subsequent result analysis (SNVs and/or
CNVs from coding and noncoding/regulatory parts of the genome). Routine silico analysis
is considered for filtration of NGS derived pharmacovariants data at the first step (includ-
ing the quality assessments, segregation studies, zygosity mapping, and allele phasing,
etc.). Next, the selected variants go for pathogenicity and functional annotation analysis
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through the utilization of prediction algorithms in both common (i.e., SIFT, PolyPhen2,
MutationTaster) and PGx dedicated tools (i.e., Stargazer, Aldy, Astrolabe) [27–29]. As the
final stage, computational and in-vitro confirmation studies can aid in the identification
of prediction’s sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy level. This is usually implemented via
performing the homology modeling, Sanger sequencing, and cell culture modifications.
The other approach is the replicate study in an independent validation cohort.

Examples for the generation of clinical recommendations for the variants using in
silico analysis of WGS PGx data were done before. The related studies showed the PGx
dosage recommendations are heavily influenced by the higher availability of genotyping
results, which may lead to more clinical evidence too [30]. Yet, the most important barrier
to routine implementation of NGS technologies for PGx tests in clinical centers is the huge
amount of uncertain and unknown significant variants in the results (group 5), which need
to be confirmed and validated before considered as the influential elements in treatment
decision and prescription modification. In addition to some basic problems in using
NGS methods, such as poor coverage of the specific parts of the genome, false-positive
results in short reads, ignoring many non-coding variants in targeted panels and WES,
missing some homopolymer regions, pseudogenes, and GC rich, diverse efficiency for
genome capturing due to the utilization of different kits and reagents, etc. [31], any novel or
incidental markers still must go through the different validation steps, to be connected to
drug-related phenotypes in patients. While looking for previous clinical reports and similar
investigations, current approaches in dealing with PGx variants in group 5 are including the
computational methods and in-vitro functional analysis of the variants. As the number of
altered alleles could be high in NGS data, applying the computational analysis techniques
and starting with categorizing, filtering, and functional annotating the variants across the
RefSeq and other databases, such as dbSNP or dbNSFP, by special bioinformatics tools,
such as VAT, VarAFT, ANNOVAR, etc., is inevitable. Then, the prediction of potentially
damaging, deleterious, and/or functionally neutral non-synonymous variants will be
performed via the algorithms as mentioned earlier. Currently, the mutual beliefs for PGx
data analysis are the combined utilization of 6 to 7 of such prediction tools and choosing
those variants, which are commonly introduced as pathogen/likely pathogen in all applied
software, according to reliable reference guidelines, such as those given by ACMG, CAP,
and CPIC [27]. While there is no universal and widely accepted functional prediction
software package, the number of introduced PGx specific analysis tools, such as Stargazer,
Astrolabe, PharmCAT, PHARMIP, etc., are increasing rapidly in a fast-developing mode.
Hence, integrating them in applied algorithms seems necessary. Table 3 listed some of
these special data mining and visualization tools, which are used or considered to be useful
in PGx data management. We will talk about the limitations of common analysis facilities
later in the discussion section. Next is the pathway mapping of the selected variants
against the general and specialized free reference sources, such as PharmGKB, String-
db, DAVID, KEGG, etc., to find out about the potential gene–drug and protein–protein
interactions. Finally, allele frequency and population derived variant analysis could be
achieved through comparing with comprehensive surveys (1000 genome, ExAc, HapMap,
ESP, gnomAD, GME) [32]. Moreover, laboratory confirmative assays and characterization
could be implemented for just top prioritized functional variants, to roll out any false-
positive result and be assured of the real harmful effects on drug response. The final clinical
assessments (if it’s available) support the necessity for genotype–phenotype correlation
procedures too.
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Table 3. Special data mining and visualization tools and algorithms, used in PGx data analyzing and phenotype prediction.

Software Applications Link Reference

SIFT

SIFT (Sorting Intolerant From
Tolerant) is an online program

that predicts whether an
amino acid substitution affects

protein function based on
sequence homology and the
physical properties of amino

acids.

https://sift.bii.a-star.edu.sg/ [33]

PolyPhen-2

PolyPhen-2 (Polymorphism
Phenotyping v2) is a tool that
predicts the possible impact of
an amino acid substitution on
the structure and function of a

human protein using
straightforward physical and
comparative considerations.

http://genetics.bwh.harvard.
edu/pph2/ [34]

LOFTEE

Loss-Of-Function Transcript
Effect Estimator is a tool to

identify LoF (loss-of-function)
effects of variations. LOFTEE

also makes predictions of
another splice (OS) variants

that may cause LoF by
disrupting normal splicing

patterns.

http:
//www.atgu.mgh.harvard.
edu/resources/software/

[35]

VAT

Variant Annotation Tool is a
computational framework to

functionally annotate variants
in personal genomes using a

cloud-computing
environment.

http://vat.gersteinlab.org/ [36]

VarAFT

Variant Annotation and Filter
Tool is for the identification of
disease-causing mutations in
human genetics. The software

improves annotation and
filtration steps.

https://varaft.eu/ [37]

https://sift.bii.a-star.edu.sg/
http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/
http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/
http://www.atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/resources/software/
http://www.atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/resources/software/
http://www.atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/resources/software/
http://vat.gersteinlab.org/
https://varaft.eu/
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Table 3. Cont.

Software Applications Link Reference

EV mutation
An online free tool for

predicting the mutation effects
from sequences.

https://marks.hms.harvard.
edu/evmutation/ [38]

UCSF chimera package

UCSF Chimera is a highly
extensible program for

interactive visualization and
analysis of molecular

structures and related data,
including density maps,

supramolecular assemblies,
sequence alignments, docking

results, trajectories, and
conformational ensembles.
High-quality images and

animations can be generated.
The Resource for

Biocomputing, Visualization,
and Informatics (RBVI) and its
precursor, which is interactive
software tools and advanced

web-based computational
resources that provide

integrated visualizations and
analyses of molecular
structures and related

non-structural biological
information.

https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/
chimera/ [39]

ICM-Molsoft

ICM-Pro empowers a biologist
or chemist by providing a

high-quality protein structure
analysis, modeling, and

docking desktop software
environment. Main features
include: analyze sequences

and alignments, inspect
protein structure, study

pockets, and bound ligands
and drugs, create surfaces,

calculate electrostatics, make
mutations, predict ligand

binding sites, predict
protein–protein interaction

sites, perform small molecule
and protein–protein docking,

and design ligands.

http://www.molsoft.com/
icm_pro.html -

EVfold

EVfold uses an evolutionary
variation to calculate a set of
co-evolved residue pairs in a
protein family using a global
approach called maximum
entropy, formally similar to

partial correlations.

http://evfold.org/evfold-
web/evfold.do [40,41]

https://marks.hms.harvard.edu/evmutation/
https://marks.hms.harvard.edu/evmutation/
https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/
https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/
http://www.molsoft.com/icm_pro.html
http://www.molsoft.com/icm_pro.html
http://evfold.org/evfold-web/evfold.do
http://evfold.org/evfold-web/evfold.do
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Table 3. Cont.

Software Applications Link Reference

xBrowse

xBrowse is a platform for
studying rare genetic diseases.
It was built to provide genetic

researchers and clinical
geneticists a collaborative way

to search for the causes of
genetic disease using exome
sequencing data. xBrowse

accepts as input a set of
variant calls from a whole
exome or whole genome

sequencing study for further
processing and annotation.

Currently, the only accepted
input format is a VCF file
produced by the GATK

pipeline.

http:
//www.atgu.mgh.harvard.
edu/resources/software/

.

PLINK

PLINK/SEQ is an
open-source C/C++ library

for working with human
genetic variation data.
The specific focus is to
provide a platform for

analytic tool development for
variation data from large-scale
resequencing and genotyping

projects, particularly
whole-exome and

whole-genome studies. It is
independent of (but designed
to be complementary to) the

existing PLINK package.

https://atgu.mgh.harvard.
edu/plinkseq/ [42]

SKAT

SKAT is a Single Nucleotide
Polymorphism (SNP)-set (e.g.,
a gene or a region) level test
for association between a set
of rare (or common) variants

and dichotomous or
quantitative phenotypes,

SKAT aggregates individual
score test statistics of SNPs in

a SNP set and efficiently
computes SNP-set level

p-values, e.g., a gene or a
region-level p-value, while

adjusting for covariates, such
as principal components to

account for population
stratification. SKAT also

allows for power/sample size
calculations for designing

sequence association studies.

www.hsph.harvard.edu/skat [43]

http://www.atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/resources/software/
http://www.atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/resources/software/
http://www.atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/resources/software/
https://atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/plinkseq/
https://atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/plinkseq/
www.hsph.harvard.edu/skat
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Table 3. Cont.

Software Applications Link Reference

Mutation Assessor

This server predicts the
functional impact of

amino-acid substitutions in
proteins, such as mutations

discovered in cancer or
missense polymorphisms.
The functional impact is

assessed based on the
evolutionary conservation of

the affected amino acid in
protein homologs.

http:
//mutationassessor.org/r3/ [44]

MutationTaster

MutationTaster is a free
web-based application to
evaluate DNA sequence

variants for their
disease-causing potential.
The software performs a
battery of in silico tests to
estimate the impact of the

variant on the gene
product/protein.

http:
//www.mutationtaster.org/ [45]

PANTHER

The PANTHER (Protein
ANalysis THrough

Evolutionary Relationships)
Classification System was

designed to classify proteins
(and their genes) to facilitate

high-throughput analysis.
PANTHER is defined as a

method to predict the
functional effect of missense
variants based on sequence

information.

http://www.pantherdb.org/ [46]

PhD-SNP

An SVM-based classifier for
the prediction of variant

pathogenicity according to
sequence profiles.

http://snps.biofold.org/phd-
snpg/ [47]

Varscan2

An analysis tool, for the
detection of somatic

mutations and copy number
alterations (CNAs) in exome

data from tumor–normal
pairs.

http:
//varscan.sourceforge.net/ [48]

SPLINTER

Detects and quantifies short
Insertion–Deletions (InDels)

and substitutions in large
pools. SPLINTER allows
accurate detection and
quantification of short

insertions, deletions, and
substitutions by integrating

information from the
synthetic DNA library to tune

SPLINTER and quantify
specificity and sensitivity for

every experiment to
accurately detect and quantify

InDels and substitutions.

https://omictools.com/
splinter-tool [49]

http://mutationassessor.org/r3/
http://mutationassessor.org/r3/
http://www.mutationtaster.org/
http://www.mutationtaster.org/
http://www.pantherdb.org/
http://snps.biofold.org/phd-snpg/
http://snps.biofold.org/phd-snpg/
http://varscan.sourceforge.net/
http://varscan.sourceforge.net/
https://omictools.com/splinter-tool
https://omictools.com/splinter-tool
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Table 3. Cont.

Software Applications Link Reference

GeneSplicer

GeneSplicer is a new, flexible
system for detecting splice

sites in the genomic DNA of
various eukaryotes and

predicting the variant effects
on the related protein(s).

http://www.cbcb.umd.edu/
software/GeneSplicer/gene_

spl.shtml
[50]

NMD Classifier

NMD is a tool for systematic
classification of

nonsense-mediated decay
events for either annotated or

de novo assembled
transcripts.

https:
//sourceforge.net/projects/
transcriptome-analysis/files/

NMD_Classifier.tar.gz

[51]

mrSNP

mrSNP provides a web
service for researchers

working especially with
RNA-Seq Data, to predict the
impact of an SNP in a 3UTR

on miRNA binding.

https:
//tools4mirs.org/software/
mirna_snp_analysis/mrsnp/

[52]

GenoCanyon

GenoCanyon is a
whole-genome functional

annotation approach based on
unsupervised statistical
learning. It integrates
genomic conservation

measures and biochemical
annotation data to predict the

functional potential at each
nucleotide, both in coding,
and non-coding regions.

http://genocanyon.med.yale.
edu/ [53]

ANNOVAR

ANNOVAR is an efficient
software tool to utilize

up-to-date information to
functionally annotate genetic
variants detected from diverse

genomes (including human
genome hg18, hg19, hg38, as

well as mouse, worm, fly,
yeast, and many others).

Given a list of variants with
chromosome, start position,

end position, reference
nucleotide, and observed

nucleotides, ANNOVAR can
perform:

- Gene-based annotation;
- Region-based annotation;

- Filter-based annotation, etc.

http://annovar.
openbioinformatics.org/en/

latest/
[54]

http://www.cbcb.umd.edu/software/GeneSplicer/gene_spl.shtml
http://www.cbcb.umd.edu/software/GeneSplicer/gene_spl.shtml
http://www.cbcb.umd.edu/software/GeneSplicer/gene_spl.shtml
https://sourceforge.net/projects/transcriptome-analysis/files/NMD_Classifier.tar.gz
https://sourceforge.net/projects/transcriptome-analysis/files/NMD_Classifier.tar.gz
https://sourceforge.net/projects/transcriptome-analysis/files/NMD_Classifier.tar.gz
https://sourceforge.net/projects/transcriptome-analysis/files/NMD_Classifier.tar.gz
https://tools4mirs.org/software/mirna_snp_analysis/mrsnp/
https://tools4mirs.org/software/mirna_snp_analysis/mrsnp/
https://tools4mirs.org/software/mirna_snp_analysis/mrsnp/
http://genocanyon.med.yale.edu/
http://genocanyon.med.yale.edu/
http://annovar.openbioinformatics.org/en/latest/
http://annovar.openbioinformatics.org/en/latest/
http://annovar.openbioinformatics.org/en/latest/
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Table 3. Cont.

Software Applications Link Reference

CADD

CADD is a tool for scoring the
deleteriousness of single

nucleotide variants as well as
insertion/deletion variants in

the human genome. It
integrates multiple

annotations into one metric by
contrasting variants that

survived natural selection
with simulated mutations.
C-scores strongly correlate
with allelic diversity, the

pathogenicity of both coding
and non-coding variants.

https:
//cadd.gs.washington.edu/ [55,56]

Provean

Provean is a software tool that
predicts whether an amino

acid substitution or InDel has
an impact on the biological
function of a protein. It is

useful for filtering sequence
variants to identify

non-synonymous or InDel
variants that are predicted to

be functionally important.

http://provean.jcvi.org/
index.php [57,58]

ESEfinder

ESEfinder is a web-based
resource that facilitates rapid
analysis of exon sequences to

identify putative exonic
splicing enhancers, responsive

to the human SR proteins
SF2/ASF, SC35, SRp40, and

SRp55, and to predict whether
exonic mutations disrupt such

elements.

http://krainer01.cshl.edu/
cgi-bin/tools/ESE3

/esefinder.cgi?process=home
[59]

VarSeq

VarSeq is an intuitive,
integrated software solution
for tertiary analysis of next

generation sequencing (NGS)
data. With VarSeq workflows

can be automated and
analyzing variants for gene
panels, exomes, and whole

genomes is possible.
Moreover, the tool shows the
ability to integrate with new
resources and databases for
advanced and customized

variant analysis.

https://www.goldenhelix.
com/products/VarSeq/ [60]

FATHMM

A high-throughput
web-server capable of

predicting the functional
consequences of both coding

variants, i.e.,
non-synonymous single

nucleotide variants (nsSNVs),
and non-coding variants in

the human genome.

http://fathmm.biocompute.
org.uk/ [61]

https://cadd.gs.washington.edu/
https://cadd.gs.washington.edu/
http://provean.jcvi.org/index.php
http://provean.jcvi.org/index.php
http://krainer01.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/tools/ESE3/esefinder.cgi?process=home
http://krainer01.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/tools/ESE3/esefinder.cgi?process=home
http://krainer01.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/tools/ESE3/esefinder.cgi?process=home
https://www.goldenhelix.com/products/VarSeq/
https://www.goldenhelix.com/products/VarSeq/
http://fathmm.biocompute.org.uk/
http://fathmm.biocompute.org.uk/
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Table 3. Cont.

Software Applications Link Reference

GERP++

Genomic Evolutionary Rate
Profiling (GERP) identifies

constrained elements in
multiple alignments by

quantifying substitution
deficits.

http://mendel.stanford.edu/
SidowLab/downloads/

gerp/
[62]

SiPhy

SiPhy implements rigorous
statistical tests to detect bases
under selection from multiple
alignment data. It takes full

advantage of deeply
sequenced phylogenies to

estimate either unlikely
substitution patterns as well

as slowdowns or accelerations
in mutation rates.

http://portals.broadinstitute.
org/genome_bio/siphy/

index.html
-

Stargazer

Stargazer is a bioinformatics
tool for calling star alleles
(haplotypes) in PGx genes

using data from NGS or SNP
array. Stargazer can accept
NGS data from both whole
genome sequencing (WGS)
and targeted sequencing.

Stargazer identifies star alleles
by detecting SNVs, InDels,

and SVs. Stargazer can detect
complex SVs including gene
deletions, duplications, and

hybrids by calculating
paralog-specific copy

numbers from read depth.

https:
//stargazer.gs.washington.

edu/stargazerweb/
[63]

PharmCAT

A tool to extract all CPIC
guideline gene variants from a
genetic dataset (represented
as a VCF file), interpret the

variant alleles and generate a
report.

https://github.com/
PharmGKB/PharmCAT [64,65]

PHARMIP

An in silico method to predict
genetics that underpin
adverse drug reactions.

The tool can be used to reveal
genetic risk factors for certain

drug ADRs.

http://www.lilab-ecust.cn/
pharmmapper/ [66]

PharmVar API

An online source for access to
all or selected data of the
Pharmacogene Variation
Consortium (PharmVar)

database.

https://www.pharmvar.org/
documentation -

http://mendel.stanford.edu/SidowLab/downloads/gerp/
http://mendel.stanford.edu/SidowLab/downloads/gerp/
http://mendel.stanford.edu/SidowLab/downloads/gerp/
http://portals.broadinstitute.org/genome_bio/siphy/index.html
http://portals.broadinstitute.org/genome_bio/siphy/index.html
http://portals.broadinstitute.org/genome_bio/siphy/index.html
https://stargazer.gs.washington.edu/stargazerweb/
https://stargazer.gs.washington.edu/stargazerweb/
https://stargazer.gs.washington.edu/stargazerweb/
https://github.com/PharmGKB/PharmCAT
https://github.com/PharmGKB/PharmCAT
http://www.lilab-ecust.cn/pharmmapper/
http://www.lilab-ecust.cn/pharmmapper/
https://www.pharmvar.org/documentation
https://www.pharmvar.org/documentation
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Astrolabe

Astrolabe is software for the
translation of whole genome

sequence data into
pharmacogenetic information

that can be used to guide
medication selection, dosing,

and prescription. It was
initially developed under the

name Constellation for the
CYP2D6 gene, then extended
to CYP2C9 and CYP2C19 with

additional genes in the
process of being validated.

Astrolabe is integrated with
the PharmVar database

https://childrensmercy.org/
genomesoftwareportal/

Software/Index/
[67]

Aldy

Aldy performs allelic
decomposition of highly
polymorphic, multi-copy
genes by using whole or

targeted genome sequencing
data. For a large diverse

sequencing data set, Aldy
identifies multiple rare and

novel alleles for several
important pharmacogenes,

significantly improving upon
the accuracy and utility of
current genotyping assays.

http://aldy.csail.mit.edu. [68]

Cypripi

An algorithm to
computationally infer

CYP2D6 genotype at base pair
resolution from high

throughput sequencing data.
It can resolve complex

genotypes, including alleles
that are the products of

duplication, deletion, and
fusion events involving

CYP2D6 and its evolutionarily
related cousin CYP2D7.

http://sfu-compbio.github.
io/cypiripi/ [69]

5. Discussion

NGS technologies have been used in several PGx studies in recent years. Based on
the employed platforms, the acquired data analyzed through different approaches. Due to
the lower amount of identified variants (mostly known alleles), finding the FGVs and
phenotype prediction is usually easier when targeted sequencing for a specific set of the
gene (panels) is performed as the selected method. WES and WGS, however, show a lot of
obstacles when applied for a PGx analysis and this is mainly because of the huge number of
functionally unknown and unreported alterations in a patient’s genetic profile [70]. More-
over, some intrinsic and substantial complications for PGx tests including the presence of
germline mutations with necessary haplotype detection and phase definition in patients,
going through specific pharmacogenes with a role in different sophisticated cellular path-
ways (i.e., ACE), following environmental and epigenetic modifications on drug-related
genes, working with challenging and problematic variants, in particular drug-related genes
(i.e., CYP2D6 with close pseudogenes and many unknown and novel variants in diverse

https://childrensmercy.org/genomesoftwareportal/Software/Index/
https://childrensmercy.org/genomesoftwareportal/Software/Index/
https://childrensmercy.org/genomesoftwareportal/Software/Index/
http://aldy.csail.mit.edu
http://sfu-compbio.github.io/cypiripi/
http://sfu-compbio.github.io/cypiripi/
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populations, different functional tandem repeat variants in the non-coding part of UGT1A1
gene, etc.), and most important of them the lack of previous knowledge on possible phe-
notype modifications for many genetic changes (as PGx is a pre-emptive genotyping test
in numerous cases) can potentially increase the difficulties in variant analysis and pose
the clear effects on changing the drug responses in individuals. Albeit, providing more
genotype to phenotype translation methods by reference organizations and guideline de-
velopers will result in more consistent genotype interpretation in both clinical and research
area [71].

Despite the challenges, the number of publications for NGS derived PGx data analysis
are still significant. Gordon et al. successfully identified common, rare, and novel variants
in 84 clinically actionable drug-related genes in more than 280 individuals through a tar-
geted resequencing custom panel. They used deep coverage of the known genes to follow
both previously recognized and possible novel variants. New potentially deleterious non-
sense and missense variants across some VIPs were selected for more genotype-phenotype
association studies to find any relation with particular traits (group1, 2, and 5 of the PGx
variants). Moreover, actionable plus rare unreported variants in absorption, distribution,
metabolism, and excretion (ADME) core genes revealed in 114 drug genes in 376 people
by Han and colleagues. The number of variants in each gene (normalized based on gene
length), MAF, and novelty assessed and compared to open genotyping datasets (group2, 4,
and 5). In silico functional assessments performed by the prediction tools, such as SIFT,
PolyPhen2, and CAAD, and deleterious rare-novel variants in some of VIPs evaluated by
in-vitro analysis to find impaired functions evidence. Moreover, additional and novel
faraway variants (group 5), contributed to the alteration of estrogen receptor binding site
and breast cancer risk identified in 400 patients by NGS deep sequencing and functional
genomics. As the number of investigated genes was low, any novel PGx variant was
confirmed through the laboratory tests, such as chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP),
gene expression analysis, and protein degradation assays [72–74]. Other utilizations also
brought more unprecedented results for clinical PGx investigations. For example variants
and haplotype detection of challenging ADME genes were successfully achieved in three
core pharmacogenes (CYP2D6, HLA-A, and HLA-B) by applying the long read sequencers
(group1 and 2). All the SNVs, CNVs, and InDels were revealed through the utilization
of customized long-range PCR and the subsequent NGS machine (MinION nanopore se-
quencer) [75]. Moreover, 17,733 ADME variants per individual were detected in 231 genes.
In addition to known PGx markers, the latter included 1012 novel variants with potential
deleterious functions identified in exons, introns, gene promoters, and proximal regulatory
regions. The authors reanalyzed WGS provided data to find different PGx markers in close
to 500 individuals. In silico analysis used the ANNOVAR tool for annotation and dbSNP137
and Complete Genomics public server for novelty assessments. Functional assays were
also predicted via SIFT and Provean algorithms (group1, 2, 4, and 5) [12]. In another effort,
whole genome sequencing (WGS) in PGx analysis revealed 227 common and 466 rare
population-specific potentially functional SNVs, including 74 novel variants in 437 drug
genes (group1, 2, and 5). Variant analysis computational workflow consisted of ANNOVAR
and dbSNP138 for variant annotation, SIFT, and PolyPhen2 for functional effect analysis of
novel non-synonymous coding SNVs, mapping the deleterious variants with PharmGKB
and DrugBank, and finally PLINK and VCFTools for reaching allele frequencies and valida-
tion through 1000 genome and HapMap databases. In the end, a drug pathway map for
functionally impaired pharmacogenes displayed, using identified deleterious variants [32].
Even the PGx-specific panel with high accuracy designed and identified clinically relevant
variants in 39 genes including CYP2D6 CNV and UGT1A1*28 TAA repeats in promoter
in addition to allele frequency and homozygosity in 235 patients. Common in-vitro and
bioinformatics tools used for both known and novel variant detection rate accuracy and
sensitivity (group1, 2, and 5) [76]. Finally, a comprehensive usage for NGS methods can
be found in Price and his team effort, which applied exome sequencing for 21,000 human
genes and revealed novel genetic loci with a strong association with on-treatment reactivity
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and hereditability of platelet and clopidogrel response. Once again, novel loci and related
variants in addition to known PGx markers were depicted by common data interpretation
pipeline and proved the NGS methods as a powerful approach in unavailing PGx variants
in clinical studies [77].

Two important points could be mentioned from the above investigations as well.
As the majority of functional prediction tools and algorithms are relying on evolutionary
conservation and therefore will not be completely fit with the pharmacogenes (poorly
conserved) and show low predictive accuracy as the conventional algorithms (up to 50%),
most of the studies emphasize combined utilization of such tools in in silico phenotype pre-
diction for novel variants and introduced various software in each report. This may remind
the necessity of the attitude for new PGx data in high throughput sequencing methods, as
they are not observable in many cases (pre-emptive genotyping). Recent efforts, however,
have been focused on developing new pharmacogene optimized frameworks with more
relation to PGx data assessment through the integration of specific algorithms or presenting
the allele dedicated for pharmacovariant calling and showed to be more compatible with
ADME genes with a higher rate of sensitivity and specificity (90–99%) [27,63]. Other PGx
specialized projects are also recently developed a pharmacogenomics clinical annotation
tool (PharmCAT) and tried to reveal which patients in a clinical dataset include the variants
of interest [65].

The second point is the ability of NGS technologies to the detection of any kinds of PGx
variants in clinical practice. They have introduced several novel PGx markers successfully
and the fact may indicate the faster incorporation of PGx test results into the future precision
medicine as well. However, there are still essential issues with high importance in the field,
which need to be addressed properly. For example, if the particular novel variant causes
a loss of function or gain of function effects on the related protein(s) (making a poor or
rapid metabolizer) in tested individuals and also possible misinterpreting of VUS in the
result, which may lead to ignore or miss the functional variants in pharmacogenes. Such
complexities must be followed by the in-vitro assessments in addition to appropriate pre
and post-test counseling for individuals [28,78].

The intricacies are not limited to the detection of variants, but the nature of drug
actions according to particular alleles too. Investigations displayed the dual or multiple
impacts of some specific pharmacovariants toward the different diseases and/or drugs
(Table 4). Furthermore, a certain drug could be the substrate for more than one P450
family and metabolized by different enzymes (i.e., CYP1A2, CYP2C19, and CYP2D6 for
antidepressant amitriptyline) [79]. Such scenarios complicate the true functional assessment
of pharmacovariants, especially in high throughput sequencing data. Because of that, a
comprehensive literature search, replicate studies, and wet lab analysis of the newly
identified genetic markers in drug-related genes must be taken into account before any
prescription considerations in the clinical setting.
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Table 4. Examples of different outcomes for one particular allele/diplotype of CYP2D6 in different disorders and drugs.

Disease/Disorder Drug Gene Diplotype or
Allele

Decreased
Response

Increased
Response

Low Plasma
Concentration

High Plasma
Concentration Toxicity Level of

Evidence Reference

Depressive
Disorder
Mental

Disorders

Paroxetine CYP2D6 *1/*1xN # - X X - - 1A [80]

Nausea and
Vomiting after

Chemother-
apy

Ondansetron CYP2D6 *1/*1xN X - - X ? 1A [81]

Mental
Disorders Desipramine CYP2D6 *1xN X - - X ? 2A [82]

Alzheimer
Disease Donepezil CYP2D6 *1/*1xN - X X - - 3 [83]

Pain Codeine CYP2D6 *1/*1xN - X X - X 1A [84,85]

# Gene duplication, which resulted in ultra-rapid metabolizer. * is a standardized nomenclature system used for various haplotypes and alleles in Cytochrome P450 family pharmacogenes. The level of evidence
is adopted from PharmGKB [19]. X: Yes, ?: unknown, -: not applicable.
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6. Conclusions

The field of pharmacogenomics faces several challenges throughout the process of the
identification of pharmacogenomic variants and their implementation in clinical practices.
Many of these challenges arise at the genomics level, including the statistical considerations
associated with the design of the clinical trial and genome-wide association studies (GWAS),
a large number of candidate variants compared to available samples (p > n), the lack of
reproducibility in independent studies and determining the functional impact of variants on
drug response. In the age of PGx and personalized drug therapy, using the high throughput
sequencing approaches will assist the translation of different pharmacovariants into clinical
care. As mentioned before, for moving genomic medicine toward personalized drug
therapy, there should be a genetic screening test, which fits all ethnicities [12]. NGS, as a
time and cost-effective and highly accurate genotyping method, shows the huge benefits for
patients PGx clinical assessments. Hence, it would be highly possible for the investigators
and clinicians to encounter new and rare population-specific variants during a PGx test. To
deal with different NGS derived PGx variants in clinics, all healthcare professionals need
to know the classification and interpretation algorithms for such markers properly.
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This pilot study is aimed at implementing an approach for comprehensive clinical pharmacogenomics (PGx) profiling. Fifty patients
with cardiovascular diseases and 50 healthy individuals underwent whole-exome sequencing. Data on 1800 PGx genes were
extracted and analyzed through deep filtration separately. Theoretical drug induced phenoconversion was assessed for the
patients, using sequence2script. In total, 4539 rare variants (including 115 damaging non-synonymous) were identified. Four publicly
available PGx bioinformatics algorithms to assign PGx haplotypes were applied to nine selected very important pharmacogenes
(VIP) and revealed a 45–70% concordance rate. To ensure availability of the results at point-of-care, actionable variants were stored
in a web-hosted database and PGx-cards were developed for quick access and handed to the study subjects. While a
comprehensive clinical PGx profile could be successfully extracted from WES data, available tools to interpret these data
demonstrated inconsistencies that complicate clinical application.

The Pharmacogenomics Journal; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41397-022-00286-4

INTRODUCTION
Pharmacogenomics (PGx) is aimed at reducing adverse drug
reactions (ADRs) and lack of efficacy by adjusting drug therapy
based on an individual’s genetic profile. Many single gene-drug
interactions have been described so far. For interactions with the
highest evidence, guidelines and recommendations are available
[1]. Not only patients, but also healthy individuals may benefit
from PGx testing for future prescriptions by saving the PGx data in
electronic health records (EHR) [2]. Currently, targeted genotyping
is standard practice in most PGx laboratories for the identification
of important variants in the pharmacogenes. However, these
panel-based tests are not able to identify rare genomic variants
which are expected to have a substantial impact on a patient’s
drug response. Sequencing-based methods, on the other hand,
are capable of detecting most of the rare variants [3, 4]. These
additional variants may help to better explain and predict drug-
related phenotypes. Several groups have investigated the utility of
next-generation sequencing (NGS) for PGx, both with the use of
whole-exome sequencing (WES) as well as whole-genome
sequencing (WGS) [5–11]. Such studies for example, demonstrated
the utilization of WGS for the identification of putatively functional
variants within well-known pharmacogenes. The result success-
fully represented the missing causative variants underlying drug
response phenotypes [12]. However, state-of-the-art high through-
put sequencing approaches result in a large amount of data,

making it necessary to develop more powerful PGx-bioinformatics
tools as well as assess the clinical validity and utility of
sequencing-based tests [13]. Multiple tools have been developed
and tested in NGS-based PGx studies [14, 15]. We provided a
comprehensive review of such tools and their functional
algorithms previously [16]. The performance of available haplo-
typing tools was also compared for CYP2D6 before. The study
showed that while the overall performance was good, there were
discrepancies between the individual tools. Nevertheless, a
comparison of the utility of these tools for clinical PGx samples
and a wide range of genes is yet to be made [17]. In this pilot
study, we aim to develop an approach for comprehensive clinical
PGx profiling of 100 participants. Also, we introduce a method of
deep filtration for dealing with variants in less-studied drug-
related genes.

METHODS
Sample collection
Blood samples from 100 participants of a local and longitudinal
observational biomedical project were obtained (50 cardiovascular
patients with pulmonary hypertension and ischemic disease and 50
healthy individuals with common demographic features as the control
group). The project was approved by the Medical University of Bialystok
bioethics committee (approval code: R-I-002/630/2018) and all participants
provided informed consent.
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Whole-exome sequencing and primary analysis of data
DNA extraction, NGS library preparation, and quality assessment were
performed according to standard manufacturer protocols (Supplementary
Material). Pre-Capture Pooling Human All Exon V7” was used. The
SureSelectXT kits provide a target enrichment system for Illumina paired-
end multiplexed sequencing library preparation. Sequencing was per-
formed using the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 instrument. A standard
bioinformatics analysis pipeline for raw data was employed for both
GRCh37 and GRCh38 genome builds (Supplementary Material). In short,
low-quality bases (read depth <10) were omitted and reads were aligned
to the reference genome with the BWA-mem (Burrows-Wheeler) algorithm.

Data filtration and functional assessment
For variant interpretation, annotation, and initial functional assessment
SnpEff and ENSEMBL-VEP were used [18, 19]. For the PGx assessment, a list
of 1800 drug-related genes was prepared. These genes include metabo-
lizer enzymes, drug transporters, drug receptors, and drug-target
molecules. They were collected from the PharmGKB comprehensive gene
list (only genes with at least one annotated variant extracted) (n= 1707),
all CPIC gene-drug lists (n= 119), and the FDA table of “Pharmacogenomic
Biomarkers” in drug labeling (n= 132), plus a systematic search in PubMed
for any unannotated but newly introduced drug-related genes (n= 17).
The relevant keywords selected and specified period applied for choosing
state-of-the-art articles. Both the abstract and main text were evaluated
systematically and the final result was added to our comprehensive gene
list (Supplementary Material). Duplicates were then removed and variant
call format (VCF) files were filtered to contain only these 1800 genes’
regions. Variants within these regions were flagged if they were predicted
as pathogenic or likely pathogenic by SnpEff and VEP and went through
multiple in silico prediction tools including VarSeq (Golen Helix™), Ensembl
variant table, gnomAD, and ExAC report on selected variants, Varsome, and
VarAFT. Also, SWISS-MODEL [20] and PyMol 2.4 [21] were applied to
selected variants (predicted as highly damaging) for the implementation of
homology modeling for confirmation of the negative effects of amino acid
changes in the related protein.

PGx analysis with multiple dedicated bioinformatics tools
For analysis of variants in known and well-established PGx genes we used
four PGx-dedicated tools: Stargazer (V.1.0.8), Aldy (V.3.3), PharmCAT
(V.0.8.0), and PharmaKU which uses Stargazer V1.2.2 [22–26]. For Aldy,
PharmCAT, and PharmaKU, GRCh38 BAM and VCF files were used and the
tools were run according to their instructions in the accompanying
documentation. Stargazer only works with GRCh37, hence the GRCh37-
based VCF-only mode was used according to the documentation. All VCFs
used in this section were the original files from the first standard analysis
steps for NGS output containing all genes without any pre-filtering. Hence,
results were obtained from all genes included in the tools which differed
between tools. However, core pharmacogenes (defined as actionable in
PGx guideline providers) were covered by all.

Haplotype/diplotype evaluation for well-known
pharmacogenes
First, we made a comparison table for results from selected PGx-
bioinformatics tools for nine core pharmacogenes: CYP2B6, CYP2C19,
CYP2C9, CYP2D6, CYP3A5, DPYD, SLCO1B1, UGT1A1, and VKORC1. These
genes are all present in guidelines from PharmGKB, CPIC, and DPWG in
addition to being annotated in PharmVar. Results differed depending on
the algorithm and variants used by each tool. A “3 vs. 1” conflict rule was
used: if the same diplotype and phenotype were called by 3 out of the 4
tools, that was considered the correct assignment. If there was no majority
agreement or if one tool did not give any calls, randomly selected
discrepancies (to a total of 20 discrepancies) were manually investigated
with the use of PharmVar to assess what the correct assignment was. The
outcome resulted in the conclusion that Stargazer was most often correct.
Hence, for discrepancies, the Stargazer assignment was selected as the
correct call.
Possible drug-drug-gene interactions based on the final predicted

metabolizer phenotypes or star alleles were theoretically assessed for all
patients. For this, the registered demographic data and complete history of
drugs plus clinical manifestations in the case of patients with reported
ADRs’ phenotype were used. Possible mismatches between the individuals’
genotype-based prediction of drug metabolism and the true capacity to
metabolize drugs were identified by freely available resources as a model

of phenoconversion assessment for high throughput DNA sequencing
data. Figure 1 illustrates our complete workflow for NGS-based clinical PGx
tests for individuals.

Electronic health records and data storage
Haplotypes and phenotypes assigned in the previous step are included in
the EHR in university hospital in Bialystok to guide future drug therapy for
all participants. Additionally, results are reported back to the participants
using a special PGx card as well. Such reporting methods are to allow the
utilization of the information based on the provided guidelines or
recommendations by CPIC, FDA, DPWG, or other guidelines. Each
participant’s profile in the current study includes specific records with
information related to CPIC and DPWG guidelines plus novel variant data in
less-known drug-related genes. Access to this database is provided
through a publicly available Internet webpage, entitled “clinicalpgx.pl.”
(Figs. 2 and 3).

RESULTS
WES data analysis for clinical PGx practice
WES resulted in 1026.75 Gb of 101 bp paired-end reads the output
and 93.92% of reads with Q > 30. On average, 30,000 variants were
identified for each sample. PGx-VCF files displayed between
3300–3600 identified variants in 1800 drug-related genes for each
sample. In total 299,297 unique variants from all samples passed
the genotype quality and desired read depth (DP) filtrations. Out
of the 299,297 variants, 4539 (1.51%) were identified as rare
variants with minor allele frequency ≤ 0.01 based on data from the
1K genomes, gnomAD, and ExAC databases. Also, the approach
revealed 36 variants within our nine core pharmacogenes, with 28
of them considered rare and/or extremely rare in 1K genomes and
gnomAD. These 36 variants were not in CPIC or PharmGKB. Overall,
of the 4539 rare variants, there were 21 frameshift, 19 in-frame
deletion/insertion, 50 intronic, 18 splice-site, 26 stop codon,
1804 synonymous, and 2447 missense non-synonymous variants
in coding regions plus 154 other types of changes (i.e., 27 UTR, 9
initial codon variants, etc.) found (Fig. 4). Multiple functional
assessment algorithms identified 115 of the non-synonymous rare
variants as damaging. The final step integrated with in silico
analysis methods like extra deep filtration, deep computational
analysis, and machine learning approaches alongside protein
modeling implementation to inferring and providing higher
accuracy rate in functional predictions for variants, particularly in
less-known drug-related genes. Next, we checked the ability of
common genetic bioinformatics tools (SIFT, Polyphen2, FATHMM,
Mutation taster, Mutation Assessor, and CAAD) to identify known
impactful variants in pharmacogenes. The evaluation analyzed a
list of selected 39 interpreted variants (based on the U-PGx [27]
consortiums panel which were previously analyzed through our
other investigations and confirmed in PharmVAR) from 11 core
pharmacogenes (CYP2B6, CYP2C19, CYP2C9, CYP2D6, CYP3A5,
DPYD, F5L, SLCO1B1, TPMT, UGT1A1, and VKORC1). The results
showed that most of the bioinformatics tools used were not
successful in identifying these variants as potentially deleterious
or impactful. This was particularly evident in the variants
associated with a decrease or increase in function. However,
variants that are known to be completely deleterious (loss of
function) in PGx were identified in half of the cases. This was
considered while we used ExAC-LOF as one of the main filtration
tools for the detection of rare variants in our study. The tool
contains information on loss of function variants from ExAC, which
was one of our main databases for highlighting rare variants as
well.
As the common bioinformatics tools like SIFT, Polyphen2, CAAD,

etc. were shown to be not suitable for the identification of
impactful PGx variants, we may do the pre-filtration of WES data
for obtaining only PGx-related genes VCF file and use that in
common tools. In this case, all the identified malfunction variants
(for example loss of function, which are mostly highlighted by
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common tools) come from drug-related genes making the
downstream processing and detailed analysis more manageable.
Then we can go further and do more in silico analysis by other
available tools as the confirmation approach for predicted
functional assessments.

Bioinformatics tools for NGS-PGx outcome (comparison of
tools result)
Besides the prediction of yet unused variants in pharmacogenes,
we have also explored the results from PGx-dedicated tools for the
assignment of *-haplotypes based on well-known pharmacovar-
iants. We evaluated these results in detail and evaluate the
potential use of such tools for clinical practice. Four different
software tools were used for assigning diplotypes (star alleles) and
phenotypes. However, the result from these bioinformatics tools
showed discrepancies. While Aldy and Stargazer showed the most
similarity for nine core pharmacogenes, PharmCAT was unable to
call star alleles for every gene. PharmaKU uses Stargazer as its basis
(v V1.2.2) and accepts genome version GRCh38 as well [26]. While
the outcome was mostly concordant with Stargazer, there were
discrepancies (one per ten calls) mainly due to default calls in
PharmaKU, especially in the absence of input data. If data on a
gene or its variants was missing, Stargazer would not provide any
results, PharmaKU on the other hand would assume the genes
were entire wildtype and calls a *1/*1 haplotype. Figure 5 displays
the concordance rate for PGx-dedicated bioinformatics tools and
for each selected pharmacogene in detail. Also, Table 1 displays
multi-tools’ discrepancies reports and provides more details on
calling star alleles. The overall result brought some important
insights for these tool’s functions, which are worth considering
while using such tools in clinical PGx tests: (1) most common
cause of discrepancies comes from differences in the variants each
tool uses. Also, not all the tools implement phasing for haplotype
detection. For example, while Stargazer uses Beagle as a built-in
algorithm for running the phasing for the samples, PharmCAT
works best with a phased VCF file as input data. Aldy uses only
unphased data. (2) the genotype and phenotype assignments are
not the same in every tool. For example, Aldy’s variant to
haplotype translation does not always match PharmVar (i.e.,
CYP2B6*4 may call as *1). PharmaKU, on the other hand, does not
provide any information on variants as a web-based report with
only star alleles and predicted phenotype. Regarding phenotype
assignments, Stargazer’s phenotype predictions do not always
match the guidelines (e.g., CYP2B6*1/*6 is translated as a normal
metabolizer instead of intermediate). Additionally, Aldy does not
provide phenotype translation in the result, while the other
evaluated tools have that. Finally, (3) the transparency and ease of
use are different. Differences occur in all aspects of these tools: for
example, the necessity for pre-processing of the input data (Aldy,
PharmCAT, and complete mode for Stargazer), the comprehen-
siveness of the report, the technical features, and the genotype
and phenotype translation.

Actionable pharmacovariants in individuals
The most “non-normal” phenotypes were identified for CYP2D6.
CYP3A5, on the other hand, was the most consistent with almost
all samples having a poor metabolizer phenotype. The overall
frequency of abnormal alleles leads to aberrant phenotypes within
our participants for nine core pharmacogenes were as follow:
CYP2B6 (47%), CYP2C19 (17%), CYP2C9 (31%), CYP2D6 (60%),
CYP3A5 (90%), DPYD (6%), SLCO1B1 (47%), UGT1A1 (18%), and
VKORC1 (47%). Figure 6 indicates the frequency for each allele in
selected genes and linked phenotypes in detail. Moreover, for
running the theoretically phenoconversion measurements, parti-
cularly drug-drug-gene interactions on a large number of samples,
we used Sequence2script [28] to identify any potential drug-drug-
gene interactions. The assessment, however, showed almost no
changes in drug response phenotypes and dosage modifications

Fig. 1 Designed workflow for NGS-based comprehensive clinical
PGx test data analysis. Obtained data from WES primary analysis
divided into two main categories of variants from less-studied (not
interpreted) and well-known pharmacogenes. For the less-studied
gene, VCF files were filtered, using the Bed file for 1800 drug-related
genes and undergone through deep computational functional
assessment and variants effect prediction. Four PGx-dedicated
bioinformatics tools are employed for Known genes star allele
calling. Clinical guidelines were collected for identified markers in
the previous step and samples’ genotype and predicted phenotype
were used in sequence2script platform for phenoconversion evalua-
tions. Related PGx card created and actionable pharmacovariants for
each participant stored in a secure database alongside recommen-
dations from CPIC and DPWG plus information on novel variants.
NGS next-generation sequencing, PGx pharmacogenomics, CPIC
Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium, DPWG
Dutch Pharmacogenomics Working Group.
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for our samples. Finally, all phenotypes are included on the PGx
result card and on the website (clinicalpgx.pl), which contains
both CPIC and DPWG guidelines to allow them to be accessed by
the participants and their healthcare providers. An example of the
result from our approach for actionable pharmacovariants and
prescription recommendations is provided on “clinicalpgx.pl/data”
for anonymous person.

DISCUSSION
The result of our study on PGx profiling from WES data may be
helpful for utilization of bioinformatics tools, specifically PGx-
dedicated algorithms, in daily clinical practice. Our investigation
also displayed the advantage of pre-filtration of VCF files for only
drug-related genes in order to help for identification of more
pharmacovariants within such genes. We demonstrated higher
accuracy of PGx independent bioinformatics tools, particularly in
clinical research, compared to web-hosted algorithms like

PharmaKU as the tool could be used just as a confirmation for
Stargazer result, where the input data provided correctly. While
the web-based PGx haplotype tools are easier to use, they also
seem to be less accurate than the more transparent command
line-based programs. In order to touch on the advantages of more
in-depth methods in clinical reports, the selection and utilization
of correct PGx-dedicated bioinformatics tool(s) must be consid-
ered by test centers as well. True applications of PGx bioinfor-
matics algorithms in clinics will bring several advantages, not only
in biomarker identification but also in physicians’ accurate
decision-making and drug stratification [29]. Choosing the right
tool and annotation databases in addition to setting up a
consistent workflow for routine practice in clinical centers requires
advanced knowledge and awareness of existing tools or resources
and their functional approaches in variant interpretations [30].
Even though all the available PGx-dedicated bioinformatics

tools are limited to the specific number of pharmacogenes and
included the distinct number of pharmacovariants in their panel,

Fig. 3 Specific secure personalized database for individuals’ clinical PGx test results and the recommendations from both CPIC and
DPWG plus information on novel identified variants in drug-related genes. See the text for more details. PGx pharmacogenomics, CPIC
Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium, DPWG Dutch Pharmacogenomics Working Group.

Fig. 2 Designed medication safety card for reaching out to individuals’ clinical PGx test result. The card includes both unique number (for
the physicians and pharmacists who do not access to QR reader) and QR code which are linked to the secure database (https://clinicalpgx.pl)
for each person’s PGx data. Core pharmacogenes with actionable variants for card holder listed in front of the card along with the main
substrate which is needed to be considered while prescription for the person. PGx pharmacogenomics.
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most of these curated genetic variations come with clinical
guidelines and annotations for treatment modifications as well.
Hence, applying multi-tools for including more genes and variants
seems reasonable. So far, most studies reported the advantages of
using PGx bioinformatics tools in clinical investigations but as a
separate entity [31, 32]. For those reported the multi-tool
utilization, again not all of the genes in all samples were evaluated
in that way [33]. Among PGx-dedicated bioinformatics algorithms,
we propose to use at least two of such tools for providing more

confident haplotype calls. However, an important limitation of
applying different tools would be the necessity for running the
alignment part for different reference genomes as some of them
might need GRCh37 while the others work with GRCh38. In our
study, we tried to use NCBI’s genome remapping service (https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/tools/remap) to perform this re-
alignment and liftover from GRCh38 to GRCh37. However, after
evaluating of results, we noticed that the approach led to the
exclusion of some important PGx variants. Therefore, we decided

Fig. 5 PGx-dedicated bioinformatics algorithms concordance rate for selected nine core pharmacogenes in the current study. The result
for the total comparison of tools is illustrated as well. The concordance rate was calculated when there was at least one call for the variants.
PharmaKU is not included here as it uses Stargazer as a built-in algorithm and the result was mainly the same when the correct input data was
used (see the main text for more details). PharmCAT did not call any alleles for UGT1A1 and VKORC1. PGx pharmacogenomics.

Fig. 4 Total rare variants in WES result for all samples. The distribution and functional impact of all rare variants in PGx-VCF files, which
contain only drug-related genes. These variants went for the deep computational analysis, mostly for less-studied (not interpreted) drug-
related genes. WES whole-exome sequencing, PGx pharmacogenomics.
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to perform a separate realignment with GRCh37 assembly as the
reference for the raw data. These data were subsequently used by
Stargazer.
The outcome of our result in the adaptation of PGx-dedicated

bioinformatics tools for clinical interpretation of PGx variants may
help clinicians to improve the implementation of the NGS-guided
clinical PGx tests. Once the utilization of such computational
assessments is established in the center, the related healthcare

system may benefit from the fast and more accurate PGx marker
diagnosis in a shorter turnaround time.
Also, it is worth considering that not all types of PGx variants

may be identified by common bioinformatics tools. As we have
shown, increased and decreased functions (rapid and intermedi-
ate metabolizers) are mostly ignored by tools like SIFT, Polyphen2,
FATHMM, Mutation taster, Mutation Assessor, etc. Therefore, it
might be valuable to filter PGx regions from VCF files to select

Fig. 6 Different metabolizer for nine core pharmacogenes. Distribution and prevalence of different metabolizer phenotypes and related
alleles for selected genes in the current study.

Table. 1. Multi PGx-dedicated bioinformatics tools’discrepancies report for each core pharmacogene in current study and the total measurement for
such conflicts in 100 WES data.

Genes CYP2B6 CYP2C19 CYP2C9 CYP2D6 CYP3A5 DPYD SLCO1B1 UGT1A1 VKORC1

Same result in all tools 70 76 98 8 23 91 43 63 100

3 vs. 1* 15 11 0 1 1 0 45 0 0

2 vs. 2 4 2 1 0 0 0 7 0 0

2 vs. 1 vs. 1 5 2 0 12 0 0 4 0 0

2 vs. 1 (One tool did not call
any diplotype)

6 9 1 40 75 6 0 19 Not
applicable

All different 0 0 0 39 1 3 1 18 Not
applicable

Total conflicts without 3 vs. 1 15 13 2 91 76b 9 12 37 –

*Only “3 vs. 1” was not checked for further evaluations. No matched phenotype was removed from the final report. Tools’ report files for the rest of the “vs.”
situations are checked manually against PharmVAR and PharmGKB. Wrong or non-clear calls are interpreted as not accepted calls and removed. The overall
concordance rate for all tools: 71% (including 3 vs. 1 scenario) see the main text for more details.
aStargazer VCF only mode for calling stars in CYP2D6 as a highly structural polymorphic gene is not preferred.
bCYP3A5 alleles are defined in a different way in Stargazer and PharmaKU.
cTools in SLCO1B1 (less), UGT1A1, and VKORC1 use different allele nomenclature. Hence, the major discrepancies came from different allele names.
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candidates for in silico validation studies as opposed to using
inaccurate in silico tools for the assessment of variant impact. This
type of approach would be for novel variants with unknown
significance, which have an impact on the protein (e.g., missense
or frameshift variants) [34]. Nevertheless, the workflow in this level
for the current study brought many interesting outcomes for
novel and/or not-annotated variants in our samples, which the
interpretation and further analysis are still in progress. Today,
computational assessments proved to be a promising approach
for the translation of novel variants into healthcare [35, 36].
Besides gene-drug interactions it is also of importance to

consider phenoconversion for improving accuracy rate for
phenotype prediction in personalized therapy area too. Under
the influence of comedication the activity of an enzyme can
switch, for example from intermediate to normal metabolizer
due to an inducer effect. For instance, proton-pump inhibitors
can reduce CYP2C19 activity and thereby convert a normal
metabolizer phenotype to an intermediate metabolizer phe-
notype. This can, in turn, has an impact on other drugs used by
the patients. The use of both proton-pump inhibitors (CYP2C19
inhibitor) and clopidogrel (CYP2C19 substrate) is highly likely
in a cardiovascular cohort such as ours, therefore it is important
to be aware of these types of drug-drug-gene interactions.
Future research and investigations will need to take comedica-
tion into account when studying the impact of PGx on clinical
outcomes.
Integration of computational assessment and bioinformatic

functional analysis of pharmacovariants within high throughput
DNA sequencing data is rapidly expanding. However, while a
comprehensive clinical PGx profile could be successfully extracted
from WES data, available tools to interpret such data are not
consistent for all pharmacogenes and show several discrepancies
compared to each other. Moreover, WES data demonstrates an
abundance of variants not yet used in clinical practice. To bring
the translation of such technologies into daily clinical setting the
clinical validity and utility of dedicated bioinformatics tools should
be investigated more.
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10. Summary 

− Summary in Polish: 

Wyniki badań przedstawione w niniejszej rozprawie doktorskiej dotyczą zastosowania 

oprogramowania bioinformatycznego związanego z farmakogenomiką (PGx) oraz 

wykorzystania nowych sposobów analizy mniej znanych farmakogenów i 

farmakowariantów. Cztery publicznie dostępne algorytmy bioinformatyczne PGx do 

analizy haplotypów PGx zostały zastosowane do oceny dziewięciu wybranych, bardzo 

ważnych farmakogenów (VIP) wykazując wysoki (45-70%) współczynnik zgodności. 

Ponadto w celu przeprowadzenia oceny funkcjonalnej niezinterpretowanych 

farmakowariantów zastosowano metody głębokiej filtracji obliczeniowej 

wielkoskalowego profilowania klinicznego PGx. Aby zapewnić lekarzom i 

farmaceutom dostęp do uzyskanych wyników famakogenomicznych u badanych 

pacjentów, zidentyfikowane warianty zostały umieszczone w opracowanej bazie 

danych na stronie internetowej (pierwszej i dotychczas jedynej w Polsce), oraz 

opracowano pacjentom zindywidualizowane karty PGx zawierające dane o ich 

zidentyfikowanych wariantach farmakogenów (pierwsze w Polsce), co pozwala na 

szybki dostęp do wyników badań i indywidualizację ich trerapii. 
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− Summary in English: 

 

Main result of studies included in this dissertation are about PGx-related bioinformatic 

software outcomes and the approaches to deal with less-studied pharmacogenes and 

pharmacovariants. Four publicly available PGx bioinformatics algorithms to assign PGx 

haplotypes were applied to nine selected very important pharmacogenes (VIP) and 

revealed a 45–70% concordance rate. To ensure availability of the results at point-of-

care, actionable variants were stored in a web-hosted database and PGx-cards were 

developed for quick access and handed to the study subjects. Also, methods for deep 

computational filtration of large scale clinical PGx profiling introduced in order to 

perform functional assessment of not-interpreted pharmacovariants.  
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